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Summary:

The functional requirements of real-time systems can not be modeled properly with the classical
Yourdon data flow diagram models. Therefore, the data flow diagrams were extended by Ward and
Mellor and by Hatley and Pirbhai, supplied with guidelines to derive their functional specification
models. Both also described the phase after the functional specification of the system: the design stage.

On the Digital Information Systems Group of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering (EB) some systems
have already been designed with both methods, but the question arised: which method is preferable?

This report describes the result of the comparison of both methods on functional specification. First the
methods are described briefly, but completely, then the differences qua representation are detennined.
The result is a recommendation for the Ward and Mellor method, supplied with some additional
refinements on the control extensions.

The second part of the comparison included the guidelines to derive a functional specification model.
Therefore an example system was introduced: The Dutch road-pricing system. One subsystem was
functionally specified with the outside-in approach of Ward and Mellor, an other with functional
decomposition as recommended by Hatley and Pirbhai. When the methods were applied strictly,
problems arised. Some recommendations are given to solve these problems. The main recommendation
is to combine the functional decomposition with a levelled outside-in approach.

Ward and Mellor only describe the design stage on software implementations and therefore their
implementation model is not suited for use on EB. Hatley and Pirbhai show an allocation of the
functional model onto physical modules. A summary of this method is given.

Finally the quality of System architect (a supporting tool for the Ward and Mellor method) and Promod
(based on Hatley and Pirbhai) had to be determined. The characteristics for a useful tool are stated and
both tools were examined upon having these characteristics. System architect appeared to be the most
applicable CASE-tool to be used in combination with the Ward and Mellor representation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction.

Due to the increasing technical science through the years ever larger and more complex systems could
be built with the use of computers. The building of a system has become less trivial as it was. In the
software world the problems of developing large systems were notified first; A structured approach was
necessary to keep the software systems comprehensible and maintainable. Middle years 70 the first
structural design methods appeared. The development of systems was divided in a functional
specification stage, in which the essential requirements of the system are analysed and a design and
implementation stage, in which the system is designed and built. The first method that became standard
was the Yourdon method. This method still is the base of the present methods for structured design.

These classical method was well applicable for on-line systems, but the computers became available for
process controlling systems and systems that required high speed handling from the computers. A
subgroup of these systems is formed by so called real-time systems. These real-time systems have as
main characteristic, that they have to respond adequately to every possible event in their environment,
within often severe time constraints. These systems could still be modeled with the old Yourdon like
methods, but the real-time requirements differed that much from the on-line requirements, that new
methods had to be evolved. And so happened.

In 1985 the Ward and Mellor was published, two years later the Hatley and Pirbhai method. Both
methods seemed to be a kind of impulse to better and newer methods but till now no further
publications are made on this area, so the real-time system modelling still seems to be in its infancy.

On EB, (Le. the Digital information systems group of the faculty of Electrical engineering of the
Eindhoven university of Technology) already several more or less complex designs are made with both
the Ward and Mellor method and the Hatley and Pirbhai method. The purpose of the graduation project
was to compare both methods especially on their functional specification sides. The two methods are
compared on modelling aspects as well as on building aspects. The final result should then be a
recommendation for one of the two methods; which one is best usable in the future on EB?

On EB two tools are available, that help in analysing and designing complex systems: System architect
is used as supporting tool for the Ward and Mellor method and Promod for the Hatley and Pirbhai
method. Investigating the quality of these both tools was also the subject of the graduation project.

The aim of the total project is to find out which combination of method and supporting tool is best
usable for the analysis of functional requirements of real-time systems and the design and
implementation in hardware and/or software.

This report consists of the following chapters:

Chapter 2 handles about structured specification. First an introduction to structured design methods is
given, then the classical Yourdon method for structured specification is described. With this classical
method an example system is specified, followed by the modelling imperfections, due to the real-time
character of the example system. The necessary real-time extensions of the Yourdon metllOd are
enumerated.

Chapter 3 and 4 describe the structured specification method for real-time systems as introduced
respectively by Ward and Mellor and Hatley and Pirbhai, including the necessary real-time extensions.
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Both chapters first describe the representation of the model. Then is described how a systems model
should be derived out of the user requirements.

Chapter 5 compares both methods on the model representation aspects. The example real-time system
of chapter 2 is modeled with both methods. Out of this example the general differences between the
methods are derived and tmally a recommendation is given on which method is best qua representation.

Chapter 6 describes the building of the structured specifications model for both methods. This is done
on the basis of an example system: the road-pricing system in Holland, which will further be
introduced in that chapter.

Chapter 7 describes what comes after the requirements model: the design stage. This chapter first
considers the Ward and Mellor implementation model. Since the Ward Mellor description is almost
completely dedicated to software, only the Hatley and Pirbhai method is described more extensively.

Chapter 8 handles about the tools Promod and System architect. First the requirements of a good tool
are given, followed by an examination of the way these requirements are met by System Architect and
Promod.

Finally chapter 9 contains the conclusions and recommendations on the use of the methods and tools.

The complete functional specification of two subsystems of the example system that was introduced in
chapter 6 can be found in the appendices. Appendix A contains the System Architect output of the
essential model of one subsystem, appendix B the Promod report of the requirements model of the
other.
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Chapter 2: Structured specification of real-time systems.

2.1 Introduction.

The development of real-time systems is divided into several stages. The Ward and Mellor and the
Hatley and Pirbhai method don't comprise all these stages. They describe the functional specification
analysis stage and the design stage. The actual implementation and testing stages are not taken into
account. This chapter describes the functional specification stage.

Paragraph 2.2 handles about unstructured and structured systems development. The next paragraph
describes the classical Yourdon structured specification modelling method. Finally §2.4 handles about
real-time systems and the extensions they require from the classical specification method.

2.2 Systems development.

When a designer gets an order from a customer to make a large system that consists of several
subsystems, he can choose for an unstructured or a structured approach.

2.2.1 Unstructured systems development.

When he chooses the unstructured approach, he can start with a specific part of the design, finish it and
continue with another part. When he uses this method, he has a big chance that he overlooks some
critical aspects in the total design causing not all parts fit together well, or worse, the final part of the
design can not be made with the available materials. When this happens, he has been off the street for
quite a long time, but he will certainly not be satisfied with his unfinished design, and of course the
customer won't either.

2.2.1 Structured systems development.

The designer can also work in a structured way. A structured approach to the development of a system
divides the work into the following stages:[s.6J

- structured specification. The functional requirements of the system are specified. The implementation
constraints are excluded from this specification.

- architectural specification. The implementation constraints are taken into account by allocating the
required functions of the system to physical modules. For each module a certain technology is
chosen.

- implementation of the system. The system is implemented in the chosen technology.
- testing phase. The system is tested on executing all required functions well.
- maintenance phase. The system may have to be modified and changed. This can only be done when

the system has been developed in a structured way and tracing tables have been created. These tables
show the design decisions taken during the several phases.

This method takes more time, but it doesn't waste time. Further the time spent to the implementation of
the system will surely become shorter, when the functional requirements have been specified well. Since
large systems are nearly always developed in project groups, a good internal and external coordination of
the groups is necessary and structured development becomes inevitable.

The next paragraph describes the classical method for structured specification.
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2.3 The classical method for structured specification.

2.3.1 Introduction.

The Ward and Mellor method as well as the Hatley and Pirbhai method originate from the Yourdon
method, which was used in the software world for the functional specification of large on-line systems.
In the years after its appearance the Yourdon method has been refined. The functional specification
became a structured specification. This structured specification has the following characteristics[I,51:

- It is graphics-oriented, because a picture is often much easier to understand than a description in
words.

- A top-down approach is used. By working top-down the system is divided into small surveyable
parts.

- The diagrams are free of redundancy. All information is shown just once.
- The specification only contains the essential aspects of the system. The specification only shows

what the system must do, not how it is implemented on a certain machine. The designer has the
opportunity to make corrections in the specification diagrams, which is easier than searching for a
mistake in a code made up of an incalculable lot of IF's, ELSE's and GOTO's.

The method that originated will be called the classical method. It consists of the following elements: a
hierarchical set of data flow diagrams, a data dictionary, process and data specifications and entity
relationship diagrams. These will be considered now.

2.3.2 Data flow diagrams.

A data flow diagram contains processes, flows on which those process act, and stores. The processes
are represented as circles (bubbles) with a name, which show the action the process carries out. The
flows are represented by arrows, with the arrowhead indicating their direction. The diagram only shows
which flows enter and leave the processes, not what exactly is done to them. Each process can be
specified more precisely at a lower level.

The modelled system is considered as an ideal system; the physical aspects and constraints are not
taken into account; all processes in the model take no time and go infinitely fast, all things can go
simultaneously and no synchronisation is needed. Each output is direct available for the next process.
When an output value should be valid for a longer time, a store is used. Figure 2.1 shows an example
of a data flow diagram. The information represented by a data flow diagram may also refer to real
objects.

The diagram doesn't show everything. It shows how the flows enter and leave the processes, while Lbe
names of the processes give an indication of what they do, but not precisely. For this reason each
process, flow and store have to be specified more detailed. For example the specification of a process
contains all inputs and shows how these inputs are transformed into outputs. Further each use of a
store is specified.

The relations of the stored data in the data flow diagram can be expressed with a so
called entity-relation diagram, which shows the objects about which data is kept and the relation
between them. Figure 2.2 shows an example of it.

With this concept on-line systems can be specified, but real-time systems need some adjustments and
extensions. The next paragraph handles about real-time systems.
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frying-times

washed
vegetables

margarine

figure 2.1: an example of a data flow diagram.

frying-time spice

becomes ried combines
~>----- __m_ea_t_------<~

figure 2.2: an entity-relationship diagram.

2.4 Real-time systems.

2.4.1 Introduction.

The classical method was well suited to describe on-line systems but real-time systems have
characteristics that require some adjustments and extensions of the method. This paragraph describes
the characteristics of real-time systems.

2.4.2 Real-time characteristics.

A real-time system has to respond to each event that occurs in its environment. Often these events are
entering the system as stimuli that cannot be considered as data. It also may happen that the system has
to recognise the occurrence of an event by comparing an input with an internally stored value. The
response of the system to an event often depends on the state the environment is in. This means that the
system must have an internal representation of the state of the environment to be able to respond
adequately. The response of the system then changes the state of the environment again leading to new
events to which the system has to respond. Often severe time constraints exist for the response.
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The inputs of a real-time system often have a continuous character. The monitoring of a temperature and
the processing of camera information are examples of processing of continuous inputs. The next
paragraph shows an example of a real-time system.

2.4.3 A production-line system.

Consider a system, that sorts out boxes that arrive on a production line. The occurrence of a box is to be
recognised with a camera system and also the boxes have to be sorted out; small boxes and large boxes
are put in different containers. When a container is filled, an alarm-bell has to be turned on. Further the
production line should stop, when the next box had to be dropped in that container and wait until the
container is replaced by a new one. The system then should continue with taking the box from the line
and putting it in the right container. Also the alarm then has to be turned off. A container is full when it
reaches a maximum weight. The return of the container can also be detennined from its weight.

The system can only perform well, when it has an internally representation of the state of the
environment. When, for example, the large container is full and being replaced, then the system can go
on, as long as the production-line supplies small boxes. This system could be modelled with a data flow
diagram as shown in figure 2.3.

camera info

state

small_
box

smale
box

figure 2.3: a data flow diagram with decentralised control.

large_
box

large_
box

The store contains the state of the environment. The two monitoring processes can change the state
kept in the store. The other processes are active only when the state of the environment asks for it. The
control in this system is decentralised to the processes itself. The process specifications contains the
conditions for the process being active.

A different representation is given in figure 2.4. The control is now centralised, but now the processes
are triggered with a data flow 'large box to be taken', which is no real data flow. In this way the
events are indicated with data flows, that don't have any content, but whose arrival contains the
information. 'Monitor boxes' receives continuously camera infonnation, which can not be modelled
adequately with the classical data flow diagrams.
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box-presency_data

weighcl

sound_
instructions

small_
box

large_
box

figure 2.4: a data flow diagram with centralised control.

2.4.4 Necessary real-time extensions.

The two examples indicate that the concept of data flow diagrams is not suited to describe real-time
systems. especially conlrol extensions are necessary. Continuous flows must be introduced and timing
constraints have to be dealt with. The next paragraphs describe respectively the Ward and Menor
method and the Hatley and Pirbhai method including these real-time extensions.

•
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Chapter 3: The Ward and Mellor essential model.

3.1 Introduction.

This chapter contains an overview of the designing method for real-time systems according to Ward &
Mellor. As mentioned in chapter one the design of real-time systems is divided into two parts: first the
development of an essential model of the system, followed by the creation of an implementation model
from the essential model. In this chapter only the essential model is described.

The essential model describes what the system has to do and what data it has to store, not how that is
done. This means that only a functional specification should be given, not the way these functions are
implemented.

The chapter is subdivided as follows:

First paragraph 3.2 shows a global view of the designing process: how to come from a user problem
statement via the essential model to the implementation model. The next paragraph shows what a
transformation scheme is and which elements it is made of. Then paragraph 3.4 describes how an
environmental model is derived, followed by the most important guidelines to derive a transformation
scheme from the environmental model.

Paragraph 3.6 handles about a way to check the transformation scheme. Then the data scheme is
considered. Paragraph 3.8 encloses all details of making a data dictionary. Finally a way is described to
hold of the traceability.

3.2 A global view of the designing process.

The essential model of the W&M method is made up of two parts: an environmental model and a
behaviourial model. The environmental model holds a description of the system-environment. It
consists of two parts (see figure 3.1):

essential
model

environmental
model

/
context
diagram

event
list

behavioural
model

/
transformation

schema and
specifics

data schema
and specifics

figure 3.1: the essential model and the implementation stages.
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- The context diagram, which shows the boundary between the system and its environment and the
flows between them. At the same time it is the highest level of the transformation scheme.

- A list of events, that can occur in the environment. The system has to be designed in such a way,
that all events are responded to adequately.

After building the environmental model the behaviourial model has to be designed. This model
describes the required behaviour of the system in response to the events occurring in the environment.
It also consists of two parts:

- the transformation scheme, which describes, how the events in the environment are recognized and
responded to and shows the way flows from the environment are processed by the system.

- the data scheme describes the relations between all data, kept by the system.

All these models are described in the next paragraphs.

3.3 The transformation scheme.

The context diagram represents the highest level of the transformation scheme. Therefore this paragraph
first describes the transformation scheme: the elements it consists of and its hierarchical partitioning
(the context diagram is the top of the levelled schema).

3.3.1 The elements of a transformation scheme.

The transformation scheme models the actions in the system made on data and on control messages.
The scheme is made up of the following elements:

- data transformations. The system is subdivided into several transformaLions, connected by flows. A
data transformation represents the way the output daLa flows are produced from the input flows. A
basic daLa transformation is shown in figure 3.2. The transformation itself is notated with a labelled
circle.

inpuCI

store

figure 3.2: data transformations, data flows and a store.

- input and output data flows. These flows are represented by the labelled arrows. A flow with a
single arrowhead represents a discrete flow, a double-headed arrow a time continuous flow (see
figure 3.2). Figure 3.3 shows the graphical representation of the different kinds of flows. A single
flow is shown in 3.3a, A bidirectional flow in 3.3b. Separate flows can converge into a single input
of a transformation (c). Also a single flow can diverge to different transformations. A flow may also
split into two subflows (d) or two subflows may be joined into one flow.
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F

F

~
C10

figure 3.3: flow divergence and convergence.

- data stores. Stores between transformations are used, when a transformation doesn't have a direct
relationship with another transformation, but still need information from the other process. The
content of a store will be maintained, until an input flow of the store changes. The flows to the store
don't have to be labelled (see also figure 3.2). An arrowhead pointing to the store means, that the
transformation changes the content of the store. An arrow from a store to a transformation means,
that an output of the transformation needs information from the store. A bi-directional arrow means
both. Two stores may not be connected directly.

- event flows. Event flows are flows, that don't have any content. They only show, whether something
has happened or not. The notation is analog to the notalion of data flows, but the arrows are
represented dotted.

- control transformations. The inputs and outputs to it are event flows. A control transformation
regulates the incoming and outgoing events. It's represented by a dotted circle.

- event stores. An event slore is represented in the same way as-a data store, but it's represented with
dotted lines. A flow to a store may be labelled, in contrary to flows to data stores. Figure 3.4 shows
the graphical representation of control transformations, event flows and event stores.

evenCI

/

/ '
I control \
:transformation
\ I

, I

...... _--,(
\

"

-A,,'---,
/ control " _~

, _ -~'transformation~ _ - - "- \/ \ I
__ ..1'___ , I

evenc2 store ' /
- - ..- - -

I

----
evenC2

figure 3.4: control transfomwtions, event flows and an event store.
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~ enable/disable/trigger event flows. These special kinds of event flows are no real inputs, but can be
seen as prompts. With the enable and disable event a control transformation can turn other
transformations on or off. See figure 3.5a. The trigger event is used for triggering a transformation.
It can, for example, be used to make continuous data flows discrete. See figure 3.5b.

/

I
I
I
\

""

" v
\,
I
"/ "

/

enable

disable

output

--- ....,...--- ...... ,
/ " \

{ \ \ trigger
J \ 1- --....

I I I ....
\ I I

\ //

" //-"

figure 3.5a: enable and disable events. figure 3.5b: a trigger event and multiple instances.

Summarizing: a control transfonnation only has events as inputs and outputs. A data transformation can
only have data flows as input, but can just produce data flows as event flows. Both kinds of
transformations can have prompts as activators or deactivators, but only control transfonnations can
produce them.

It may happen, that two or more transformations with an equivalent behaviour have to be modeled. It
would be very agonizing to show and specify all these transformations apart. For this reason a double
circle is drawn indicating, that just one specification is given, where multiple instances of the
transformation exist. See also figure 3.5b. To make this work, some kind of overall coordination is
needed.

3.3.2 Specification of data transformations.

The behaviour of each data transformation, at any kind of level in the scheme, has to be specified
carefully. This specification can be approached in two ways:

- a procedural approach. A set of rules is specified for calculating the output values out of the inputs,
when these are present. Several kinds of procedural description methods exist (in order of being
more or less formal): high level language, program design language, pseudocode, structured english.
The procedural approach has the disadvantage of being too implementation dependent too soon.

- A non procedural approach consists of a checking mechanism, whether an implementation is a
correct solution or not. Examples of non procedural methods are:

- graphical and tabular specifications. Figures and tables can show, what the outputs are, derived
from specific inputs.

- precondition and postcondition specifications. Conditions on input values are related on
corresponding conditions on output values.

Nearly always a combination of these two methods is chosen to specify the data transformations.
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3.3.3 Specification of control transformations.

A control transformation produces output event flows from the input events. The behaviour of a control
transformation is described with a state-transition diagram (STD). Figure 3.6 shows an example.

A state is represented by a rectangle. A transition by an arrow. Conditions as well as actions are
associated with a transition. A condition (written above the line beside the transition arrow) causes the
system to make a transition. The system goes from one state to another. As the transition occurs, an
action may be taken. Actions are written below the line. For example: Assume the system is in state_2,
when the event input_2 occurs. The system moves to state_3, producing the event outpuC2. It's also
possible, that several actions take place during a transition.

The information of figure 3.6, can also be represented by a state-transition table (table 3.1 a) or an
action table (table 3.lb). A combination of these tables is also possible. Depending on the complexity
of the diagram and the range of sparseness of the table, one of these ways of representation is chosen.

inpuCl outpuCl __ • inpuCl
",- output_I"-

"-
"- '"... '"
-----~ '" state_2 input_2...

/
,

ouLpuCII control \

I \
inpuc2

I transfonnationl --- inpuCi
\ I outpuC2

\ I

" '"~"-~--"'" ...
" " "-,,-

'" '"
~ -

I inpuCiinpuC2 outpuC2 -. inpuC2
---
output_I

figure 3.6: a control transformation and its according state diagram.

inpuCl inpuC2

state_l state_2

state_2 state_3

state_3 state_2 state_4

state_4 state_3 state_l

inpuCl inpuC2

state_l output_I

sLaLe_2 outpUL_2

state_3 output_I

state_4 output_l

table 3.1a: a state-transition table table 3.lb: an action table.
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An event may occur, before the state is reached in which it's really needed. All states before that state
then have to be split, because the system is in a different state, whether the event has happened or not.
See figure 3.7. To reduce the complexity in the state-transition diagrams event stores are introduced.
They are used in the following way: If an event happens, then the store will remember the event, until
it is used by the process and taken from the store. When it is needed immediately, then the event store
will just pass it through. The event store consists of a counting mechanism for the number of
occurrences of the event. This is comparable with the concept of semaphores. See also figure 3.7.

figure 3.7: the state-transition diagram without and with an event store in the transformation model.

Control transformations can also be enabled and disabled. When a control transformation is enabled,
then it starts in the initial state. When it is disabled, then all transformations or activities outside the
scheme, that have been enabled by this control transfonnation, are disabled.

Figure 3.8 shows a state-transition diagram containing many similar states, while the control
transformation consists of a kind of counting mechanism. All these states can be joined together inLo
one state with a counting mechanism.

3.3.4 The hierarchical structure of the model.

The system, that is to be built, will often be very complex with lots of transformations connected by
many, many flows. To reduce complexity the schemes should be reduced to comprehensible scheme's.
By means of hierarchical modelling this is accomplished.

The top level of the hierarchical model is called the context diagram. This scheme consists of the
following elements (see figure 3.9):

- one single transformation representing the whole system CA' in figure 3.9).
- the flows (data flows, events and prompts) from the environment to the system and the flows from

the system to the environment.
- terminators, which are the sources and destinations of the flows, that enter and leave the system.

These terminators are represented by boxes and are outside the scope of the modelled system.
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evenCl
t=1

evenc2
t=1

2 occurences t occurences

evenCl evenC2

3 occurences evenCl
t-t+l

evenc2 and 1>1
t=t-l

figure 3.8: a state-transition diagram with multiple similar states and a shorthand notation.

The transformation A is divided in subsystems B, C and D. This is shown in figure 3.10. This figure is
named A and it contains the following elements:

- the transformations B, C and D, A is made of. B, C and D are the names for the pictures, which
show the subdivision of each of these three transformations.

- All flows, that were visible in the context diagram. These flows have no specified source or
destination in this scheme. These can be found in the context scheme.

- flows interconnecting the lower-level transformations in which A is subdivided (B, C and D). These
flows were hidden in the context diagram. If a flow is going to or coming from a lower-level trans
formation, assume B, then the picture of B (figure 3.11) also contains this flow. The same holds for

- stores. If a lower-level transformation is connected to a store then the picture of this lower-level
transformation also contains this store. This is done because flows to and from stores are unlabelled.
For example B is connected to the store so the picture of B also contains this store.

The transformations don't have just a name, but are also numbered. The numbering is as follows: The
context scheme is not numbered. The next lower-level diagram is numbered zero (0) and its
transformations are numbered 1, 2 and 3. (B ,C and D). Now the next lower-level screen of I is
numbered 1 and it contains transformations 1.1, 1.2 etc..

Control transformations may also be divided in a hierarchically way as follows: Control transformations
in higher level schemes can control lower level scheme's. These lower level scheme's may also contain
control transformations, that control again lower-level scheme's and so on. This is shown in figure
3.12. If a high-level control transformation is disabled, then all the data and control transformations
controlled by this one, are also turned off.
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figure 3.9: the context diagram.
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figure 3.10: subdivision of context process A.
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figure 3.11: subdivision of process B.
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figure 3.12: a hierarchical control structure.

3.4 The set-up of the environmental model.

The previous paragraphs described, what a transfonnation scheme is, what it consists of and how it is
structured. The next paragraphs show how it is built. First this paragraph handles about defining the
system's context and the external events.

3.4.1 Environmental based modelling.

The Ward & Mellor method uses environment based modelling to derive the environmental model. Not
all environmental elements are of the same order of relevance for creating the system. The use of some
environmental elements may be very dependent of the system, where other are not dependent at all. For
example the connecting cables between sensors and the system are less dependent of the system than
the objects the system acts upon. For this reason subject-matter development is introduced. First the
environmental elements of the system are defined and classified in order of dependency of the subject
matter.

The systems that have to be developed, interact with the environment. This interaction is defined as
follows: the system has a perception space and an action space, where objects from the environment
can occur. Objects first enter the perception space, are perceived and acted upon and finally leave the
action space. See figure 3.13. Four components are defined: actors, sensors, communication links and
processors.

Here for example the object is a fly, which enters the perception space of a human, visibly the sensors
can be the eyes, auditively the ears. The human system realises that it's a fly, takes a fly-catcher
immediately and crushes and crumbles the fly, which at that moment leaves the action space.

The perception and the action space objects are completely constrained by the subject matter. When
they are changed, the whole system has to be rebuilt. Sensors and actors are also subject matter
constrained, but a choice is possible between several different actors and sensors. Communication links
are only constrained by the actors and sensors and the processors are not constrained at all by the
subject-matter.
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figure 3.13: sensors, actors, perception space and action space.

When a hippopotamus has to be crushed instead of a fly, lhen one should probably not use a fiy
catcher, allhough it can be tried. So changing lhe object leads to a whole olher system. The sensors can
be as welllhe ears or lhe eyes, but when a skunk has to be recognized lhen lhe nose is used as sensor.
Each of lhe sensors uses a different part of lhe nerve-system (independent from lhe object, but
dependent on lhe sensor) to reach lhe brains, which play lhe role of the processor and are completely
independent from lhe problem.

Designing rules are now:

- Only subject-matter specific lhings in lhe environment should influence lhe structure of lhe design.
- One should try to keep lhe system specification as simple as possible.

3.4.2 Derivation of the system context.

The context of lhe system includes lhe lhings in lhe environment lhe system interacts with and lhe
interactions themselves. The system has to respond to every input flow from lhe environment. A flow
from a tenninator may be prompted by lhe system, but lhe responsibility for producing the flow stays
wilh lhe terminator.

Often a system has to be built wilhout being sure of the definition of lhe context. The problems lhat
arise then can be solved by accounting lhe following rules:

- tenninators and flows have to be identified from lhe point of view of the subject matter of lhe
system. One has to try to look at the inputs at a subject-mattered way and give names, lhat are
familiar to lhe system not to the environment.

- terminators and flows can be named according to lhe actor/sensor technology or to objects, lhat are
percepted. Again the fly is used as example: a flow can be named 'fly' (which is lhe object) or,
according to the way the object is percepted by lhe human, as 'sound of fly' or 'image of fly'.
Usually the names are chosen according to the object, but the actor/sensor technology is used when:
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=The actor/sensor technology is defmed in detail.
= the actor/sensor technology is closely related to the subject matter.
= the sensor is controlled by the system.
= the nature of the data, exchanged with the environment, depends on the actor/sensor choice.

In the other cases the names are chosen according to the object.

- The interface technology can be excluded from the system transformation. This is done by replacing
the real actors and sensors by virtual ones. See figure 3.14. In the example the real environment
contains the fly. The interface technology are the eyes or the ears and the brains. The virtual
environment then is a virtual terminator, which is the part of the brains, that informs the system of
the presence of a fly with the control flow 'fly present'. The system has become independent of the
implementation of the interface technology, which can be left for later.

real environment

D

figure 3.14: a virtual environment.

The terminators on the context scheme represent objects as sensors/actors in the system/perception.
There may be passive or active interactions between terminators, so the system often needs to store
data about the interactions between the terminators. An active interaction exists, when an event
occurring in a terminator makes the system to respond to an other terminator affecting its activities.
Passive interactions between two terminators can also exist, the system then has to store information
about the linkage between the terminators. •

3.4.3 External events.

The events, the system has to respond to, are specified in the environmental model. An external event
has the following characteristics:

- It occurs in the environment (Le. in the terminators) of the system.
- The system needs to be able to respond unambiguously to the event. If an event occurs, that has not

been specified or has not been specified clearly, then the system doesn't know what to do.
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- It occurs at a specific point in time. The event can not be 'something is happening', but can be the
transition 'something starts to happen' or 'something stops'.

Events that happen now have to be recognized by the system. A difference exists between indirect an
direct event recognition: (see figure 3.15)

- A direct event occurs when the environment for example sends a stop or start signal or a request.
Direct events often can be derived easily from discrete data flow inputs and event flow inputs.
When an event is associated with a discrete data flow, that contains different data elements, then
more than one event can be distinguished.

- An example of an indirect event is a continuous input from the environment, that reaches a desired
value. The system has to compare the input with a stored value. This is called indirect event
recognition.

desired value reached

direct recognition.

figure 3.15: direct and indirect event recognition.

indirect recognition.

\

"
/

Another type of events is the temporal event. When the system has to produce an output at points with
fixed intervals in time, then although there is no external flow causing the output to be produced, still it
should be considered as an external event.

The tenninators can be thought of as transformations that send flows to and receive flows from the
system. The events are derived by determining, what effects the actions of the terminators can have on
the system. By asking questions like 'What would cause the system do this after the terminators doing
this?' events can be determined. This is called active event modelling.

•
When the context is not very clear, then it is hardly possible to derive active events, so a passive way
of finding the events is needed: One should search associations (relationships) between the sensors and
actors, used by the system, and the objects in the perception/action space (object types). A possible
event is an activity or operation that causes a relationship to appear or to disappear. Paragraph 3.7
describes these object types and relationships in detail.

At the end an event list will be created containing all events, the system has to respond to.
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3.5 Derivation of the behaviourial model.

After deriving the context scheme and the external event list and eventually the data scheme (see § 3.7)
the behaviourial model can be constructed. All events in the external event list have to be
responded to. Therefore a list should be created, describing the response to each event in narrative
fonn. The description of the response has to contain:

- the most common or most likely response to an event.
- alternate responses together with the condition, they are made under.
- conditions under which the system will not respond to the events.

This list together with the context scheme and the purpose statement forms give a good first general
view of the system. The details are filled up by creating the behaviourial model. The transformation
scheme is used, when an event requires current inputs to be transformed into outputs immediately and
the data schema (see §3.7) is adjusted, when the system has to store data responding to an external
event or when an event asks for certain stored data.

3.5.1 Event recognition.

The events from the event list have to be recognized by the system to be able to respond to them
adequately. A transformation, that is to be defined, is divided into two regions: an event recognition
part and the event responding part. The event recognizers produce an output flow direct or after a
certain time. See figure 3.16. By partitioning the scheme into two parts it is achieved that, when
necessary, the event recognition can be changed easily without having to change the event list or the
event response.

"I \

I control \
___ .1, response r- - -....

I
\ I

" ---

figure 3.16: an event recognition mechanism.

The events have to be classified to reach a manageable starting point to create the transformation
scheme. To reach this classification the following classes need to be looked at:
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- The wayan event is recognized by the system: direct, indirect or temporal.
- Events can influence the response of the system to other events. The according conditions have to

be identified and a control transformation manages this response.
- Events that are related to each other can be put into one group.

3.5.3 The preliminary transformation model.

Now that the events are classified, the transformation scheme can be set up. This is done by
constructing a preliminary transformation model. This model consists of a transformation scheme and
state transition diagrams for every control transformation. The preliminary scheme is a total flat scheme
without any hierarchical structure and it can thus be very large. Ward and Mellor don't describe, what
should be done, when the preliminary model becomes too large.

To make a preliminary model one should find out, whether the behaviour, that is required from the
transformation scheme in response to the events, can be represented in data transformation terms or as
state transitions. One should choose state transition form when:

- the event is associated with an event flow or with a continuous now, that is indirectly recognized.
- different data values result in significantly different responses.
- terminators consist of the sensor/actor technology in the environment; events can be sent to the

system indicating what has been recognized.
- the object in the envirorunent has only a few instances. When the object has many instances, then

every instance might require a different response and the STD would become very large.

Otherwise data transformation form must be chosen.

First the construction of a state transition diagram from an event list is described. When all events
occur in a given order then the state diagram consists of states in which one event leads to the only

state_4

A

1
I state_I I

I state_2 I

I state_3~

I state_4 I

B c

figure 3.17: the construction of a state-transition diagram.
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condition changing the state to the only possible state. The events are the conditions, that lead to the
next states.

When a sequence of events is repeated then a transition back to a previous state is made. When two or
more events can be successor of an event then two or more transitions leave the state. These three
cases are represented in figure 3.17. Ward and Mellor don't describe, what should be done, when the
events don't occur in a given order, but one can imagine that then several transitions lead from the idle
state to different other states.

The partitioning of a state diagram into a group of state diagrams is done by searching for a high-level
group, that enables or disables the lower-level state diagrams. Another partitioning strategy is to choose
groups with different actors/sensors or with different objects in the action/perception space and to
create separate state diagrams for them.

The data and control transformations can be constructed a.. follows: If an event coincides the arrival of
a discrete flow then there is a simple transformation with a discrete input and the desired outputs. If the
occurrence of an event depends only on the occurrence of other events, then the transformation has to
be enabled or disabled. The enabling of transformations willI continuous inputs goes in the same way.

It's also possible, that an event is first recognized by an event recognizer, which sends an event to a
control transformation that the event has happened and the control transformation at its tum enables or
disables a data transformation.

A transformation can also need stored data from previous executed transformations. The eventual
synchronisation of these two transformations is done by a control transformation. More details about
this in paragraph 3.9 that handles about the implementation model.

3.5.4 The construction of the upper levels.

To get structure in the unstructured preliminary model, transformations are grouped according the
following guidelines:

- the transformations have to be grouped in such a way, that the interfaces between them are minimal.
- the grouping can be based on response. An event recognizer and the response should usually be in

the same group.
- transformations whose inputs and outputs go and come from the same terminator should be grouped.

When the number of terminators is high, then it's recommendable to bundle a group of related
terminators together.

- one should model easy and understandable.

It may be necessary to change the original control transformations after the partitioning. When a certain
group can not be named well, then probably the grouping was not done right.

3.5.5 The lower levels.

The transformations that are derived till now, are not complete yet. The overall patterns are present, but
still there is a lack of details. Now the upper level transformations have to be split up to reach the
desired level of detail. The way to get a hierarchical structure has already been described in § 3.3.4.
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3.6 Checks for correctness.

When a transformation scheme is made, then one would like to know, whether it's built according the
requirements of the user or not. First rules are described to check, whether the transformation model is
consistent. Then a method is described how a transformation scheme can be executed and checked.
This method is based on the execution of a Petri net.

3.6.1 Consistency check.

The internal consistency of the transformation model is checked by applying the following rules to the
scheme:

- Every transformation is either triggered, enabled or disabled by a control transformation or
continuously active, operating on discrete or continuous data inputs.

- control transformations can only be consistent when
- all input flows are used as conditions in state transitions and all conditions correspond with input

flows.

- all output flows are used as actions and all actions correspond wilh output flows.

- data transformations can only be consistent when:
- the inputs and the outputs of a data transformation are according to its specification.
- all data items in the transformation specification, which are not internal to the transformation, are

declared.
- all the external data items used by the transformation are components of the input data flow.
- the external data items, produced by the transformation, are components of the output data flows.

When the transformation schema is (re)created according these rules, then the transformation schema
can be executed in order to check, whether the schema is designed according to the requirement".

3.6.2 Execution of data transformations

The execution of a data transformation is shown in figure 3.18. When an input arrives then the
transformation will be executed. The arrival is represented by a token (the black square) on the input
line. When the condition is fulfilled then the transformation will be executed immediately in zero time
and the token will be placed on the output line.

output

input

figure 3.18: execution of a data trallsformation.
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When transfonnations can be enabled and disabled then a different situation arises. A transfonnation,
which was previously disabled can be enabled. A token is set on the enable prompt. After processing
the prompt, the token is removed from the enable prompt to the transformation itself, indicating, that
the transformation is enabled (figure 3.19). Figure 3.20 shows the case of disabling a transformation.
An error will arise, when a currently enabled transformation is enabled again. This also holds for
disabling.

input input
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/ disable
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data
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/
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figure 3.19: enabling of a data transformation.
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figure 3.20: disabling of a data transformation.

A discrete input, which arrives at an enabled transfonnation, causes the production of an output. The
token is moved from the input to the output flow. An arrival of a discrete input at a disabled
transformation causes the input token to be removed and no output is produced. A continuous flow
from out of the scheme is assumed to be present always, so it always gel<; a token. The output flow of
a continuous transformation only gets a token, this means only has a value, when the transformation is
enabled.

3.6.3 Execution of control transformations

The execution of a control transfonnation is in fact the execution of the corresponding state diagram. A
control transformation can be executed, whenever a token is placed in state its according state diagram
is in. When the control transformation is enabled and disabled by another transformation, then a token
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is only present, when the transformation is enabled. When it's disabled no token is present and it will
not respond to incoming events. The transformation is ready to execute if a token is placed on an input
flow. After the execution the token is in the state the state diagram has turned to ,and a token will be
placed to the actions (=output events). See figure 3.21.
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figure 3.21: execution of a control transformation.

When an event flow arrives and the control transformation is in a state, where no responsc to the
particular event is defined, !he token will be removed from the flow. Tokens can also be placed in
event stores. When a token is placed on an event flow, that is an input to a store, then the token is
put in the store (the content of the store may be morc than 1). The token in the store will be placed
on the event flow to the control transformation, that has been waiting the longest time for it.

3.6.4 Execution of the transformation scheme.

To execute the whole scheme the following steps are taken:

- All time-continuous data flows. that are inputs to the scheme, get a token.
- All control transformations without prompts are placed in their initial states.
- All outputs of the control transformations get a token as far as they are outputs from initial states.
- All control stores, which contain a value greater than zero, get a token.

When this is done the scheme can be executed. One can place tokens on input flows to the scheme and
verify what is going to happen. A next stcp that can be taken, is checking the scheme with various
input values.
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3.7 The data scheme.

Systems often have to keep lots of data categories. The transfonnation scheme shows how the data is
put in and taken from stores, not how the several data groups are related. The transformation scheme
shows the the so called active view. The data scheme shows the relationships between all the data
categories, kept by the system, the so called passive view.

3.7.1 The elements of a data scheme.

The data scheme consists of the following elements:

- object types: an object type represents a set of real world entities, that playa role in the system. An
object type is represented by a box containing a noun. It's bidirectional connected to a relationship.

- relationships: A relationship represents a relation between the connected object types. Relationships
are graphically represented by diamonds containing a verb. See figure 3.22.

reCI means
relationship_I

figure 3.22: a data schema.

The object type_I is related by relationship_I to object type_2. Assume that object type_I is a set of
pilots, object type_2 a set of planes and the relationship is 1ly (fly stands for: allowed to fly, have
flown, is flown by etcetera). An instance of object type_I (is a pilot) may fly certain planes. An
instance of object type_2 is a plane, that may be 1lown by a certain group of pilots.

An object type can be seen as an abstraction from the various data store mechanisms (files, stores,
stacks). While the transformation scheme also describes the stored data, an overlap with the data
scheme exists. All information represented by the data scheme can also be found in the transformation
scheme. Several reasons exist to create a separate data model:

- The transformation scheme mixes transfonnations and data store specifications.
- The partitioning of data elements into stores (in the behaviourial model) is not trivial. The modeller

can for example put all data in one store or use different stores. The data model assists in
partitioning the data.

- The transformation scheme is more sensitive to changes, that occur in the environment as the data
model.

Several classes of object types can be distinguished. These will be described in the next three
paragraphs.
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3.7.2 Associative object types

The data scheme can be used as an organization method for data elements. Each data element can be
attributed to a particular object type. When a data element is rather a description of the relationship
between two elements, than a separate description of them, then an associative object type is used.

The associative object type is graphically represented by an unlabelled relationship, pointed into by an
object type symbol. This object type indicates as well the object as the relationship (see figure 3.23). In
the previous example an associative object type could be the flights of pilots with certain planes. The
verb is made a noun (object), other object types can be related to.

associative
object type

figure 3.23: an associative object type.

The associative object type fulfils a dual role in the model: As relationship it links the instances of
object type_l and object type_2 together and as object type for each occurrence it's described by the
data elements and it may be linked by other relationships to occurrences of other types. An instance of
Ihe associative object needs instances of object type_l and object type_2 to exist.

3.7.3 Supertypes and subtypes.

When a data element is attributable to two or more different object types then the concept of super-
and subtypes is used. See figure 3.24. A supertype is created. consisting of both object types, now
calIed subtypes. The super- and subtypes depend in the following way: Each instance of all object types
must participate in exactly one occurrence of the relationship. Each subtype instance must be linked to
a supertype instance and vice versa. The supertype is differentiated from the subtypes by the crossed
line.

supertype

.---~ subtype_l

figure 3.24: a supertype and subtypes.
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For example the supertype represents a set of flight crews. Subtype_l could then be a group of pilots
and subtype_2 a group of mechanical engineers. Every crew then consists of a pilot and a mechanical
engineer.

3.7.4 Characteristic object types.

When a group of data elements, that has been attributed to an object type, consists of one element, that
identifies a different object type and some other elements describe that object type, then a characteristic
object type will be created. Figure 3.25 shows how object types and data elements relate: Object types
consist of a group of characteristics to which it is bound by internal relationships. If the object is
not important enough, then the relationship will not be visible externally. If the characteristic is very
important, then it will be objectified, described by a number of data elements and connected to its
original object by a relationship named 'equipped'.

characteristic
object type_l

object type

figure 3.25: characteristic object types.

3.8 Data specification.

characteristic
object type_2

characteristic
object type_3

object type

A
equipped

V

characteristic
object type_l

All the flows and stores of the transformation scheme and the object types and relationships of the data
scheme can be seen as data items, that need to be specified carefully. Data has three aspects: meaning,
composition and type.

- The meaning of a data item is specified by defining the role that the thing, referred to by the data
item, plays in the system.

- A data item can be elemental or composite. A composite data item consists of several data elements,
which are data items, that can not be decomposed further. The composition specification of a data
item defines which data elements the data item consists of.

- The type of a data element is the set of values a data element can take.

3.8.1 Meaning specification.

The meaning specification for a data item is notated as follows:

data item ="a description in natural language:
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3.8.2 Composition specification.

The notation for composition specification is given in table 3.2.

symbol read as examples: meaning:

= is composed of A=B+C+D A is composed of the concatenation
of B, C and D.

+ together with

C=I(G}4 C is a collection of at least 1 and
[.. I ·.1 ..] select one no more than 4 occurrences of G.

( ... } iterations of B=[EIF] B is just one of E or F.

table 3.2: notations for data compositions.

3.8.3 Type specification.

Every data element has to get a type specification. Types are specified by enumeration. The type
specifications are delimited by asterisks. The notation is as follows:

- X ='[ a I b I c]* means: X may take the values a, b and c. It doesn't mean that the data item X
is composed of a, b and c.

- A range, limits, precision and units may be included in the specification. An example is given for
evidence:

y='range:real, limits 0-100, precision 0.01, units kph'

Composite as well as type specifications may also be given with a higher language like PascaL

All flows and stores on the transformation scheme need to be specified. All flows and stores must have
a meaning specification. Composite data flows and stores require composite specifications and all data
elements contained within flows and stores, elemental data flows and stores require a type specification.

3.8.4 Stored data specification.

All object types in a data scheme require meaning and composition specifications. Object types and
stores can both be defined with a data specification, since they represent both stored-data categories.
The object type has the name of a single occurrence, the store has the name of the set of occurrences.

The meaning specification is given under the name of the single occurrence. The composition
specification for the set is specified as a single occurrence. For example: The store is called 'pilots', the
object type then is 'pilot'. Now the data specification is as follows:

store name:
meaning:
composition:

pilots = (pilot}
pilot = 'description of a pilot'
@piloUdentifier + pilot_name + piloCage
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An occurrence of a pilot has to be identified uniquely. This is accomplished with an identifier (a key in
database jargon). For example there can be two pilots named 'Van Vliet', but they have different
identification numbers. With that identification number the age of the desired 'Van Vliet' can be found.
Each identifier in the composite specification is preceded by a '@'.

Composition specifications for associative object types are notated as follows:

composition:
example:

ass_obLtype =@obLtype_Lref + @obLtype_2.ref + ass_obLcompl + ass_obLcomp2
flight =@pilocref + @plane_ref + flighCnumber + flighcdate

The suffix 'ref' is added to the associative object type names to indicate the connection to an
occurrence of the object type. Sub- and supertype have the following notation:

crews = (pilots + mechanical engineers}
crew = 'description of the supertype 'crew"
crew = [pilot I mechanical engineer]

All relationships on a data scheme require meaning and composition specification. Relationships may
have corresponding stores. The composition entry must include references to the linked object types.
Also an indication of the upper and lower limits on the number of occurrences that can participate in
one relationship can be given.

store name:
meaning:
composition:

flying qualifications = (fly}
fly = 'associates pilots with planes, the pilot may fly'
fly = pilocref + {plane_ref}

The store contains a number of pilots and the planes each pilot may fly.

3.9 Traceability.

When the essential model is being built, it may happen, that one should like to know, why and how a
decision was made in a earlier stage of the development. Especially when a large system has to be buill,
these design decision can be forgotten easily. For this reason trace tables show, what decisions have
been made, where and why.

3.9.1 Traceability of the elements in the environmental model.

All elements of the environment model are placed in this model, because the system communicates with
the environment. A tracing table should be made to indicate, how these elements have originated from
the narrative requirements document of the user. This table contains all events in the external event list,
terminators, flows and stores in the context diagram together with their sources in the requirements
document Also some comment can be given to make clear, why, for example, a terminator has been
chosen, the way it has.

3.9.2 Traceability of the elements in the behaviourial model.

A tracing table should also be made for the behaviourial model. The elements in the behavioral model
may have their origin in the environmental model, in the narrative requirements document or in both.
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The tracing table contains all transformations, events, flows, stores, objects and relationships with their
source in the requirements document and in the environmental model. Also comment can be added to
show for example, how a transformation has been derived from an event in the event list. When a
decision has been taken to omit an element from the model, this can also be indicated.

The traceability aspects close the description of the functional specification phase of the Ward and
Mellor method. The next chapter handles about the requirements model as was introduced by Hatley
and Pirbhai.

•
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Chapter 4: The Hatley and Pirbhai requirements model.

4.1 Introduction.

This chapter describes the design method according to Hatley and Pirbhai. The design of real-time
systems is divided into two parts. First a requirements model is created, which gives a specification of
the system, followed by the architectural model, that is used for the implementation of the system. This
chapter only describes the requirements model.

The requirements model is an abstract model of the requirements, so it specifies what is going to be
built, instead of how. Each process is as much as possible data triggered and infinitely fast. The
constraints of the physical world can be ignored: only functional requirements are given.

First § 4.2 gives an overview of the requirements model, showing the elements it consists of and how
they relate. The next two paragraphs show the two parts, in which the requirements model is divided.
First the process model and then the control part is described. Paragraph 4.5 shows, how the
requirements model is developed. The last two paragraphs describe the requirements dictionary and the
external timing requirements.

4.2 An overview of the requirements model.

The requirements model of the Hatley and Pirbhai method is divided into two parts: A process part and
a control part. See figure 4.1

The process part describes the way, the system is functionally decomposed into a hierarchical structure
of data flow diagrams. The highest level is the data context diagram, which shows the data signals
between the system and the external entities the system communicates with. The system is represented
by a single process. The levels below show the decomposition of the system. At the lowest level of the
decomposition process specifications (PSPEC's) describe the elemental processes. They define, what the
outputs of the processes are according to their inputs.

The control part regulates the process part and it is divided in the same way in control flow diagrams
as the process part. At the higher levels each data flow diagram is connected with the according control
diagram via a control specification (CSPEC), which regulates the control flows and activate or
deactivate processes in the according data flow diagram. A PSPEC can generate a control flow in the
according control flow diagram. This is called a data condition.

Further a requirements dictionary contains the specification of all flows and stores in both kinds of
diagrams. Finally a timing specification defines all external timing constraints, like for example the
desired response time of the system.

The next chapter describes the process part of the requirements model.

4.3 The process model.

This paragraph shows the way, the system is functionally decomposed into a hierarchical process
model. The control structure is not taken into account yet.
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The process part: The control part:

D
Data context diagram

level 0
Control context diagram

......

B-c0-
process I 1-_. 1 ::=::: II.. activator CSPEC 0 .... ~

-~0-/
level 1

Data flow diagram 0 (DFD 0) Control flow diagram 0 (CFD 0)

'"\ 0-8......
- 1.1

.. 1£10
/....

.. a~:~::t~r ICSPEC U.....-~--

level 2
Data flow diagram 1 (DFD I) Control flow diagram 1 (CFD 1)

-'~-e
~

-~ ...

level 4

.......
~ ..

DFD 1.1.3 CFD 1.1.3

IPSPEC 1.1.3.1
data condition

figure 4.1: the process model and the control structure.
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4.3.1 The data context diagram.

The system is functionally decomposed into hierarchical processes. At the top of the data diagrams is
the data context diagram. See figure 4.2. The data context diagram consists of the following elements:

- terminators. Tenninators represent the external entities and are shown by rectangles in the diagram.
They form the source and destinations of the flows going to and coming from the system. All
terminators are shown, even if they are only connected to the system in the control context diagram.

- data flows. Data flows are represented by labelled arcs, which show the direction, the flows have.
These flows connect the terminators with the system.

- the whole system. The system is represented by a single circle representing the whole system.

terminator I

terminator 2

figure 4.2: the data context diagram.

4.3.2 Data flow diagrams.

The single system-process in the data context diagram is divided into several processes. The diagram,
that results is called the data flow diagram of the context process. This paragraph describes the
elements of a data flow diagram, the next paragraph shows the decomposition of data flow diagrams.
Figure 4.3 shows a data flow diagram. It consists of:

figure 4.3: a data flow diagram.

store

parcoCstore

output

- processes. The system is divided into several processes, which are connected by data flows. A
process produces outputs from its inputs. The name of a process represents an action on flows, so
they start with a verb followed by an object. The processes in the DFD's are as far as possible data
triggered and the outputs are derived infinitely fast at the moment, all needed inputs have arrived.

- data flows. Flows are represented by labelled arrows. Flows represent objects, so the name of the
flows may not contain verbs. Data flows may be split or merged. Figure 4.4 shows all possible flows:
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b)

d)

F

F,G,H

e) F f)

figure 4.4: the data flows.

a) F flows from process A to process B.
b) F is a bidirectional flow between A and B.
c) F_1 flows from A to B and F_2 flows from B to A.
d) F, G and H are unrelated flows from A to B.
e) Flow F flows from process A to process B and C.
f) F is split into two subflows F_1 and F_2.

- data stores. Stores contain data, produced by a process, but not needed immediately by another
process. So the data is stored for later use. A store maintains its last input value, until a process
produces a new output. Data stores are named with the data they contain. Flows from or to a store
only have to be labelled, if they don't carry the whole data group of a store, but just a sub-group. A
store is indicated by two lines above each other and in between them the name of the store.

4.3.3 Decomposition of data now diagrams.

The context diagram, shown in figure 4.2, shows the system as one process. This process can be
divided into several processes, together forming the level I diagram. All processes in this diagram can
also be decomposed further. Each data flow diagram (DFD) is a decomposition of a process at the next
higher level and has the same name and number as that process. Figure 4.5 shows the decomposition of
the context process into subprocesses.

A DFD and its parent represent the same infonnation at different levels of detail. The inputs and
outputs contain the same data information. The sources and destinations of the flows to and from the
parent are not shown on its DFD. The flows on the DFD should be consistent according to its parent.

Flows that were seen in the data context diagram are also visible in this diagram. Also internal flows
connecting the processes are shown. Stores are shown on only one DFD. A flow to a store in a parent
diagram contains the name of the store. See also figure 4.5 and figure 4.6.
Each process has got a name and also a number. The numbering is quite trivial. A process gets the
number of its parent supported with one more digit, which is the number it has in the DFD. Often the
parent number is dismissed and only the number, it has in the DFD, is shown. The context process gets
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DFDO

figure 4.5: the level J diagram of the context process.

store

figure 4.6: the data flow diagram ofprocess J.

the number O. The processes on its DFD get I, 2 etc. The number of digits indicates the level, the
process is on.

4.3.4 Process specifications.

When the desired level of detail is reached then the processes in this DFD all have to be specified with
process specifications (PSPEC'S). The role of a PSPEC is to describe, how its inputs are transformed
into the outputs. All inputs and outputs of the process should be defined in the PSPEC. All inputs
should also be used to produce the outputs.

A PSPEC only shows what the outputs are according to the inputs, not how they are derived. The
following kinds of PSPEC's exist:

- textual PSPEC's. When the process is procedural then these PSPEC's are used using structured
english, which is a combination of programming language and normal english. The requirements are
written in short independent sentences and then the connecting words are added. Conditions can be
described with if constructions, but it's better to use decision tables.
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- PSPEC's with equations. They are used, when the outputs are derived from their inputs in a
mathematical way. Complex equations which are already described can be put in the appendix.

- tabular PSPEC's.
- PSPEC's with diagrams. A complex set of equations often can be replaced by simple diagrams.

It's always allowed to reference to absolute or relative time. This means that time is available for all
PSPEC's, without any flows needed.

When the PSPEC's are too terse, then comments can be added. This should be done in the form of a
short summary of the meaning and not by writing the PSPEC's all over again in natural language.

4.4 The control part.

This paragraph describes the control part of the requirements model. The control structure is very much
related to the process structure.

4.4.1 The control context diagram.

The control context diagram looks like the data context diagram. Only the data flows are replaced by
control flows. See figure 4.7. Terminators, that are not connected by control flows are still visible.

terminator 1
terminator 3

\ ,
...

-- -
CntrUnpuc1

whole
system

o

~--- -

terminator 2 .. - - - - - /
Cntrl_output_2

figure 4.7: the control context diagram.

4.4.2 Control flow diagrams.

Each control flow diagram (CFD) is related to its according data flow diagram. A CFD consists of:

- processes. The same processes as in the data flow diagram are shown, even if they are not
connected by control flows (see figure 4.8). The processes neither process control flows nor activate
other processes, because these are done in the CSPEC.

- control flows. Control flows are shown with dotted arcs. The external characteristics for control
flows are the same as for data flows. The internal or the meaning of the flows is different. Control
signals are always discrete valued. This means, that the flow has a finite number of values and a
particular relative order.

- interfaces willi a CSPEC. A CSPEC is associated with a paired DFD and a CFD at any level of the
structure. It's inputs come from and go to the CFD. The interface is indicated with a solid bar.
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Several bars may exist in a CFD, but they all interface with the same CSPEC. The internal sources
of control flows are always CSPEC's.

- control stores. Control stores are considered in the same way as data stores.

4.4.3 Decomposition of control flow diagrams.

Control flow diagrams are decomposed in the same way as the data flow diagrams. The control flow
diagrams are named, numbered and levelled in the same way as the according OFD's. See figures 4.8
and 4.9, which show the level I and a level 2 control flow diagrams of the control context diagram.

cntrun;~t=l- -0 ----0-----·
I 2 CntrCoutpuCl

/ \
I

I \
I ----- I

-y~--:",- ----- ""'--0-///--.----- 3
CntrCoutpuC2

figure 4.8: the level 1 control f/ow diagram of the control process.

CFD 1

figure 4.9: the controlf/ow diagram of process 1.

CFO's usually don't need to be decomposed as far as the OFO's, because one should try to have most
control functions at the higher level diagrams.

4.4.4 Control specifications (CSPEC's).

CSPEC's show how their inputs (from the bars in the CFD) are formed into their outputs (see § 4.4.5).
A CSPEC forms the link from a CFD to it's according OFO. Inputs are flows from the CFD. Outputs
are the control flows to the CFD and finally the CSPEC may activate or deactivate processes in the
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DFD according a process activation table. These process activators or deactivators get the name of the
processes they control. They are neither shown on the DFD nor on the CFD.

When a process is activated, it functions in its normal way: data triggered and infinitely fast. When it's
deactivated, then it does nothing, the outputs are null and all things inside the process are not working.

The behaviour of CSPEC's is described with combinational tables and with sequential machines:

- the decision table, which are called finite state machines wrongfully by Hatley and Pirbhai. The
outputs are uniquely detennined by its current inputs. The set of outputs are a combinational logic
function of a set of inputs. The inputs and outputs may be binary (for example on/off), but may also
have more than two values. See table 4.1 a. Often this table can be simplified. See table 4.1 b.
Combinations with identical outputs can be grouped together. Inputs that don't influence the outputs,
can be left blank to indicate that they are don't care values.

input 1 input 2 output 1 output 2

A on X R

A off X R

B on Z S

B off Z S

C on X R

C off y S

input 1 input 2 output I output 2

A
X R

on
C

off y S

B Z S

table 4.1a: a decision table. table 4.1b: a reduced decision table.

- !he finite state machine. The outputs are determined by current and past inputs, so a sequential
machine has a memory function. A representation of a finite state machine is a state transition
diagram. Figure 4.10 shows a control bar with in- and outgoing events and the according state
transition diagram.

input 1 input 2
output I

input 1

input 2/output 2

input 2/output 1

input I
output 1

/

output 1;4

'
"output 2~

" input I
" '-

/

/ input 2

figure 4.10: the CSPECs entries and the according state-transition diagram.

A state is represented by a rectangle. A transition by an arrow. A transition is associated wi!h events
and actions. An event (written above the line beside the transition arrow or left from the bracket)
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causes the system to make a transition. The system goes from one state to another state. As the
transition occurs an action may be taken.

Actions are written below the line or right from the bracket. For example: Assume the system is in
state_2, when the event inpuC2 occurs. The system now moves to state_I, producing outpuCl. It's
also possible, that more than one action takes place during a transition. If the machine is in a state
and an event occurs, which is not associated with a transition, then nothing happens.

The above example is according to the Mealy model for finite state machines, which states that
actions are associated with transitions. Usually this convention is used, but when the response of the
machine is independent of the way the state was reached and it's convenient to associate output
actions with a state, which is according the Moore model, then this may also be done. The alternate
is to attach the same action to all incoming arcs to the state.

The infonnation that is given by figure 4.10 can also be represented by a state-transition table (table
4.2a). The rows of this table show all states. The columns of this table are associated with the
transition from those states to other states. The columns show for each state all events and the
according actions and next states.

Another way of representation is a state transition matrix (table 4.2b). The rows of the matrix
represent all possible states. The columns show all possible events. Each entry of the matrix now
shows the associated action and next state. This matrix has the disadvantage of being sparse, but it
provides a completeness check. Depending on the complexity of the diagram and the range of
sparseness of the table, one of these ways of representation is chosen.

state event action next state

11 01 2
1

2
12 02 3

11 2
3

12 01 4

11 3
4

12 01 1

table 4.2a: a transition table

II 12

01
state 1

state 2

02
state 2

state 3

01
state 3

state 1 state 4

01
state 4

state 3 state 1

table 4.2b: an action table.

The CSPEC's have inputs via the bars from the DFD and outputs to the CFD and process controls to
the DFD. The inputs from the CFD may cause the output to the DFD false and the process is
deactivated.

Decision tables can be used to activate or deactivate processes. These tables are called process
activation tables (PAT's). The process activators have value 1 in case of activation. Although the
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requirements model is assumed to be infinitely fast, a PAT may also indicate the sequence of activating
the processes. When the input criteria for the row become true then the process is activated in that
sequence. A sequence is only needed when two processes communicate via a store. Table 4.3 shows a
process activation table.

The actions in state transition diagrams can also be used as process activators.

input flows processes

control flow 1 control flow 2 process I process 2 process 3

off off I 0 0

off on 3 1 2

on off 0 0 I

on on 0 2 I

table 4.3: A process activatioll table.

Sequential machines are often used in combination with combinational machines. For example: The
CSPEC inputs enter decision tables, where they are converted into the form needed to represent the
events to drive the STM. The STM then produces its output signals (actions) and finally decision tables
convert these outputs into process activation signals and control signals to the CFD.

For each DFD and CFD one CSPEC is allowed: All logic to control a DFD is put into one CSPEC which
can grow large easily and include several pages. In a multiple sheet the sheets need to communicate with
each other, FSM outputs may be inputs for a decision table on another sheet, so internal signals exist in
the CSPEC. The following conventions apply for building a large multi-sheet CSPEC:

- each sheet contains the name and number of the CSPEC and the sheet (m of n) numbering.
- the diagrams are arranged in the sequence, they logically have.
- if the CSPEC is longer than four pages, then a user's guide is included. This guides shows Lhe

general lay-out of the CSPEC and lists, where all inputs, outputs and internal signals appear.

4.4.6 Data conditions.

The link from DFD's to CFD's is laid by data conditions. A data condition is generated in the PSPEC
of a process in the DFD, but it doesn't appear as output on the DFD, but only on the CFD. See figure
4.11 for an example.

4.5 The set-up of the requirements model.

This paragraph shows, how the requirements model is derived out of Lhe user requirements. First the
separation between data and control flows is taken into account.

4.5.1 the separation between data and control.

The separation in data and control Sleuctures is not easy. Each statement first has to be identified as an
infonnation flow or as a processing part and then one should notice, whether it's data or conleol
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PSPEC:

if data reaches stored value
then set desired_value_reached = on.

figure 4.11 : a data condition.
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CFD 1.2

- - - reached
------~

1.2.2

oriented. So data and control processes originate and data and control flows. Rules to get this division
going well are:

- continuous signals and processes, which act upon them, are always data oriented. Algebraic
calculations and algorithms and their signals are usually data

- discrete signals and the acting processes usually are categorized as control.

- terms like on, off and execute are usually associated to be control requirements.
- decision oriented processes and signals are control oriented.
- if sequential states are needed, then a control structure should be made.

A signal can be used as control in one part and as data in another part of the system. Then one
dictionary definition is made with an indication of the dual role, that it plays.

The strategy of building the requirements model is first to work on the data model and then construct
the control structures between them. The reason for this sequence is that one should first know, what to
control and if a control structure is required at all, before searching out how.

4.5.2 Derivation of the systems context.

The first thing to do is to divide the user requirements into major functional groups cmd to determine
what belongs to the system and what not, which of the statements fall into the scope of the system and
which describe the outside world, the system communicates with? The starting position is to assume the
worst and include all possible requirements within the scope of the system. Items, which don't belong
to the system can be removed later.

To make this process easier it's recommendable to combine the context diagram and the level I
diagram into one diagram. See figure 4.12. As can be seen in this figure the control Haws can also be
shown in this diagram. The data and control flows from and to the terminators should be divided into
coherent groups as far as possible.

Rules for making a good partitioning in the top levels arc:
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terminator 1

cntrUnpucl

I rntrl output 2tenninator 2 - - - - - -

figure 4.12: a combined context and Levell diagram.

- different parts of the system may need different disciplines so each high level process should be
specific to one discipline.

- The remaining effort must be divided evenly between the different groups.

4.5.3 Decomposition of processes and flows.

The process in the context diagram represents a very abstract statement of the system requirements. So do
the flows flowing from and to the environment. The level 1 diagrams show the partitioning of the process
into several subprocesses and flows into subflows. The level 2 diagrams contain again more detail and so
on. Finally if the function of a process can be expressed unambiguously, then a PSPEC is created.

All processes and flows should get a meaningful name and no two processes share a subprocess. A
requirements statement at a given level of detail is only present in one part of the model. All these
statements are related to each other by the flows. One should try to minimize the flows between two
processes and keep the diagrams as simple as possible.

Two processes may never share a subprocess, but it can happen that different processes have two
functionally identical subprocesses. If this function is large then the following method may be used:
The function of only one process is described and defined. The other function is named and numbered
in the usual way, but it also contains the number of the described process between brackets. Also the
equivalence of its inputs and outputs with those of the described process are shown.

Processes should be decomposed into five to nine processes to get an understandable structure, but if
three processes get a simpler flow division then of course three should be chosen and similar to twelve
processes. It's always necessary to look back to higher processes to check, whether the proces~es have
been divided evenly and well. Principles and guidelines to get a levelled set of processes are:

- The total number of flows and the number associated with a given process have to be minimized.
Relating flows have to be grouped under a single name. One should try to push down flows to a
lower level.

- Flows must be divided evenly between processes. A process with many more flows than others in its
diagrams should be subdivided.

- If it's hard to give a name to a process, then subdivision of the process would be appropriate.
- All processing of one input should be put into one region of the model.
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It may often happen, that after dividing into subprocesses, the ancestor process has to be revised.

Data flows are abstracted in the same way as with processes. Primitive signals are grouped together and
these group signals get a name, that describe the group. Grouped signals are decomposed until
primitive signals are reached. All grouped and primitive signals have to be defined in the dictionary.

4.5.4 Derivation of the control structure.

At each level of the process model one should look, whether a CSPEC is needed. Preferable is the data
driven convention, but if control structures are really needed, then one should put them in the highest
level possible: a control signal should never be used indirectly or directly to control an ancestor process
of the PSPEC or CSPEC, it was generated from, because then an ambiguous situation arises. Therefore
control should always work downwards and should be placed as high as possible. The lower level local
control is done by the PSPEC's.

The control part of the model must not be overspecified using flags and interrupts. The control model
should be used to describe the control between processes at high level, not to describe detailed
interactions among primitive processes. This should be left for the implementation phase.

First one should make the process model only, data triggered without control. If this doesn't reach, then
one could try to use combinational control and finally sequential control. Combinational control can be
made, if the control function is only dependent on current values of the available control signals. If the
outputs are depending on former inputs then a sequential machine is necessary.

To build a sequential machine first the states have to be identified, events and actions and the
representation form have to be chosen. One should choose states, events and actions, that are
representative for the user. The representation form that should be chosen, rather than others, is the
state transition diagram. It should be used when practical, so only for small diagrams. Here also the
seven plus/minus two rule can be used.

The control structure is made by searching for activate, deactivate, start and stop events. Other events
are, when something happens, that affects other processes. Then must be looked, whether there is a
certain sequence in occurring of these events. After that states should be derived and one should try to
find the way, the events interact with the states and try to build a state transition diagram in this way.

Two checks can be made: examination of what should happen, if events occur in states that were not
foreseen for these events. The second is to consider all state transitions that do not already exist.
Sequential machines often are preceded and followed by combinational logic, which converts the actual
CSPEC inputs into events and the actions into outputs to the CFD.

Logic that is common to a number of processes, used for process activation or not, can be expressed in
one CSPEC and then routed as control signals to other destinations via the CFD's.

4.6 Timing requirements.

Although the requirements model doesn't have internal time delays, the external timing can be defined.
The timing only relates to the signals on the context diagram. Two timing aspects are considered: first
the repetition rate of external primitive outputs, which is shown in the requirements dictionary (see
§ 4.7) and second the input-output response time.
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The input-output response time usually is specified by giving the maximum response time between
each event occurring at the input and the event happening on the output. See table 4.4 for an example
of a response time table. It's also possible, that the responses have complex timing specifications. Then
a supplemented timing diagram can be made.

external input signal event external output event response time
signal

traffic light 1 traffic light 1 traffic light 2 traffic light 2 0.1 sec. max.
becomes green. becomes red.

traffic light 2 traffic light 2 traffic light 1 traffic light 1 2.5 sec. min.
becomes green. becomes red.

table 4.4 response time table.

The specification for traffic light 2 could be wanted by car-dealers, who are afraid to become
unemployed.

4.7 The requirements dictionary.

This paragraph describes the requirements dictionary, which contains exact definitions of every data
flow, control flow and every store. Two kinds of flows exist: primitive flows and non primitive flows.

4.7.1 Primitive flows.

A primitive flow represents an indivisible object or item, that has its own intrinsic values and attributes.
Data signals only need units as attributes. Control signals are specified by the number of values and the
value names. The attributes of external signals (Le. range and units) have to be specified completely,
because they are needed in the system and so have to be defined fully clear. See table 4.5a and 4.5b.

attributes
Name Definition

units range resolution rate

velocity average velocity kph 0-100 0.1 100 samples
of bike. per minute

table 4.5a: an example of a continuous signal definition.

attributes
Name Definition

number of values. value names. rate

traffic light indicates colour 3 red, green, orange. 3 times red per
of the traffic minute.
light.

table 4.5b: an example of a discrete signal definition.
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4.7.2 Non primitive flows.

Non primitive flows consist of groups of primitives. These groups decompose in smaller groups and
these again in smaller groups, until they reach the primitive components. All these groups have a
component and structure specification. See table 4.6.

symbol read as examples: meaning:

= is composed of A=B+C+D A is composed of the concatenation
of B, C and D.

+ together with

[ .• 1 .. 1 ..] select one
C=1{G}4 C is a collection of at least 1 and no

more than 4 occurrences of G.

{ ...} iterations of
D=(H+J)+K D is composed of K and optional of

() optional Hand J.

" " literal B=[EIF] B is just one of E or F.

table 4.6: notations for structure specifications.

Comment is given between asterisks. The definitions of primitives may be given in between brackets.

The requirements dictionary closes the description of the requirements model. The next chapter will
show the differences between the Ward and Mellor method and the Hatley and Pirbhai method on
representation.
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Chapter 5: Differences between the model representations.

5.1 Introduction.

Chapter 3 and chapter 4 described the Ward and Mellor method and the Hatley and Pirbhai method in
detail. These chapters first described the representation of the essential and requirements model,
followed by guidelines to derive these models out of the user requirements. This chapter compares the
two methods on the tITst aspect. Both methods were derived from the original Yourdon method (as was
mentioned in chapter 2) and adjusted and extended to describe real-time system requirements.

Paragraph 5.2 gives an overview of the main adjustments, compared to the classical method. §5.3
shows both the Ward and Mellor and the Hatley and Pirbhai representation of the production-line
example introduced in chapter 2. Paragraph 5.4 describes the differences in general, followed by the
conclusions in §5.5. Finally §5.6 shows a recommendation to the control transformation representation
of the Ward and Mellor method.

5.2 An overview of the main adjustments.

This para~aph ~ives a short overview of the adjustments that have been made by Ward and Mellor and
Hatley and Pirbhai. Figure 5.1 gives an overview.

Ward & Mellor extensions. Hatley Pirbhai extensions.

~~ continuous flow. .. data flow.

~ discrete flow.

.~=O
data transformation :=0

process. (specification
only of lowest level

with specification. processes)

----- .. event flow. ----- .. control flow.

e/d enable/disable process activation and----- .. event flow. deactivation

- - -- ~I /' - "- control transformation

~~~~~
control specification.

I l with specification.
bar is the in(out)put

..-_-A / to the specification.--

figure 5.1: the Ward and Mellor and Hatley and Pirbhai extensions.

Ward and Mellor have introduced data transfonnations in tlle place of processes. These data
transformations can act upon continuous flows representing continuously present data and discrete
flows comparable with nonnal data flows). Further Ward and Mellor introduced a control
transformation, that receives and sends event flows, which are valueless flows only indicating the
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occurrence of something. The enable and disable are a special kind of event flows; they are used to
activate and deactivate transformations. The control transformation specification is represented by a
finite state machine, that shows the consequences of an event depending on the environmental state.

Hatley and Pirbhai extended the concept of data flow diagrams with control flow diagrams. The normal
data flow has been maintained in the data flow diagrams. No special symbol has been introduced to
differentiate continuous flows from discrete flows. The control flow diagrams show between which
processes the control flows flow. These control flows may enter a control specification bar or leave it.
This control specification (one per diagram) shows how these control flows are responded to by means
of a combinational table or a finite state machine. The processes in the according process diagram can
be activated, but these activations are not shown in the diagrams.

5.3 The production-line example.

In chapter 2 an effort was made to model the example system (the box/container system) with data
flow diagrams. Figure 5.2 shows the system modelled with Ward and Mellor, figure 5.3 with the Hatley
and Pirbhai method. This paragraph conunents the adjustments made to these diagrams to model the
line example adequately. The next paragraph describes the differences in modelling techniques in
general.

The Ward and Mellor diagram and the according state diagram are shown in figure 5.2. The store that
contained the state of the environment is placed inside the control transformation. The representation of
the final state machine with a state transition diagram is just manageable yet for this small system. One
can try to split the control transformation (allowed in the Ward and Mellor method), but often this is
very difficult and leads to complex interfaces between the control transformations. For large diagrams
it's better to use state transition tables or matrices.

The inputs that are continuously present, for example the camera information, can be made visible very
clearly. The data flows that indicated events in the second data flow diagram in chapter 2 are replaced
by event flows. The enable/disable and trigger flows evidently show which processes are controlled by
a control transformation. The Ward and Mellor representation of the system can be called simply and
evident.

The Hatley and Pirbhai diagram of the system is shown in figure 5.4. The separation of the diagrams in
a data and a control part doesn't make the diagram more clear at all, in contrary. The continuous flows
can not be shown to be continuous and although that can be indicated in the data dictionary, the Ward
and Mellor method is more clarifying in this aspect. Hatley and Pirbhai introduced control flows for the
data flows, that indicated events. The control flow 'small container status' can have two values: 'full'
and 'replaced'. It can represent two events. The process activations are only visible in the state
transition diagrams not in the diagrams. This can certainly not be called a positive aspect of the Hatley
and Pirbhai method.

The state transition diagram is comparable to the Ward and Mellor diagram and therefore it is not
shown. Only one difference may exist: in the Ward and Mellor diagram several actions are associated
with a transition (for example: trigger take_large_box, resume_line and disable sound_alarm). All these
actions are outputs of the control transformation. In the Hatley and Pirbhai state diagram the outputs of
the bar and the invisible process activators may be replaced by one 'action', that is specified further
with a combinational table as shown in table 5.1. This seems useful, when the state transition diagram
becomes large.
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figure 5.2: the Ward and Mellor representation of the production-line example.
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figure 5.3: the Hatley and Pirbhai representation of the production-line example.

action_l lake_ line sound action_2 take_ line sound_
large_box - alarm smalU>ox alarm

on 1 resume 0 on 1 resume 0

off 0 suspend 1 off 0 suspend 1

table 5.1: intermediate actions.

5.4 The differences in general.

In paragraph 5.3 comment has been given to the example system diagrams. This paragraph deals with
the general differences. First the differences in the control extensions are discussed. followed by the
remaining differences.

5.4.1 The number of symbols in a diagram.

Ward and Mellor and Hatley and Pirbhai both refer to the seven plus/minus two rule and interpret it as
follows: people can only comprehend less than nine processes in one diagram. However it's not very
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difficult to make a diagram with seven, eight or nine processes that is not understandable either. Even a
diagram with only five processes but with a excessive number of flows and stores will not be easy to
understand.

Hatley and Pirbhai use the division of the diagrams in a process part and a control part to make
diagrams a bit more understandable (indicating with this, that indeed the complexity of a diagram is not
just detennined by the number of processes in a diagram). However the diagrams still have to be
interpreted more or less at the same time, therefore it is better to make diagrams containing less
processes than that they are split. Besides this, splitting diagrams is against the rule of keeping the
model free of redundancy.

The conclusion may be that the seven plus minus two rule in practice is useless. A diagram for
example may consist of six processes that all are divided into two subprocesses. Then lower level
diagrams made up of two processes may be used to get a clearer higher level diagram.

5.4.2 The visibility of process activation.

The omission of an indication in the diagrams that a process can be activated and deactivated (probably
also to reduce the complexity of a diagram) can be seen as another first order mistake of Hatley and
Pirbhai. Compared with the Ward and Mellor diagrams (enable/disable) the Hatley and Pirbhai
diagrams are far less understandable. Again can be said that it's better to have less processes in the
diagram, than not to show the process activation arrows.

5.4.3 WM enabling/disabling versus HP activation/deactivation.

Ward and Mellor state that a data transformation may not have an enable/disable event flow as output.
Assume a data transformation that is composed of La. a control transformation that activates data
transformations internally, but also externally. See figure 5.4. This implies that the parent
transformation consists of an outgoing enable/disable flow, which was forbidden.

Something comparable holds for enable/disable flows that enter a data transformation that is composed
of a control transformation that is activated with the enable flow. This control transformation may
control all other data transformations, but that is not necessary. A data transformation can be
continuously active in the lower diagram, although a disable/enable flow enters its parent (see also
figure 5.4). This modelling imperfection leads to confusion and better should be avoided.

2

~/d
, - ..... /

I \

f 2.1 ,
.;~.... /-- -.,.,e/d

--------_.---

1

,e/d,
'V -

I '
\, 1.2 1

\ ...,_,1 ..... _

figure 5.4: enabling and disabling outside the diagram.
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The Hatley and Pirbhai method prohibits the situation that a CSPEC activates and deactivates processes
that are outside its diagram. A CSPEC can only control the processes in its according process diagram.
When a process outside the diagram has to be activated, then this can be indirectly accomplished with
an outgoing control flow, that causes a process activation in the other diagram. The Hatley and Pirbhai
method is less flexible on the activation deactivation area, but leads to less confusing diagrams.

5.4.4 Intermediate events and actions.

The control flows of Hatley and Pirbhai that enter and leave the CSPEC, may be transformed to a format
that can be transformed to internally usable fonnats for the finite state machine. The conditions and
actions associated with the state transitions can be replaced by intermediate events and actions. Although
this might seem to clarify the state transition diagrams, it is against the rule of showing only the
essential requirements and keep the model implementation independent. So it should better be avoided.

5.4.5 Control flows against event flows.

The Hatley and Pirbhai method uses control flows, where Ward and Mellor only have event flows to
control the system. Assume an external object that has many states in which it can be. Every change in
its state leads to an event flow in the Ward Mellor diagram, that may become very full. With the
Hatley and Pirbhai method this can be modeled with one control flow, that can get all state values. In
this case the event approach seems to be too restrictive. The conditions that are associated with
state transitions get the form: state_oCobject =state_x (H&P),
instead a number of simple events: objecUn_state_x (W&M).

5.4.6 The use of combinational tables.

When the occurrence of an event always leads to the same action(s) (so independent of Lhe state of the
system), then it is possible in lhe Hatley and Pirbhai method to use a combinational CSPEC. Assume
for example a system that activaLes an external machine when it receives an event 'on' (for example a
switch) and deactivates it when it receives an event 'off'. The environment can be in two states:
'machine on' and 'machine off'. The process that tums this machine on and off only has to be
activated when an 'on' appears and deactivated when an 'off' disappears. This doesn't have to be
modelled with a state diagram, but can be done with a simple activation table. Ward and Mellor don't
have this possibility.

5.4.7 More than one control transformation per diagram.

One Ward and Mellor diagram may consist of several control transformations. This gives the possibility
to split the control transfonnations, whenever it's possible ,md usable. A Hatley and Pirbhai diagnun
consists of only one CSPEC and therefore this CSPEC may be more complex as necessary.

5.4.8 The remaining differences.

Continuous inputs of the system can be represented in the diagnuns different from normal data flows in
the Ward and Mellor method. The Hatley and Pirbhai method fails to have a different symbol.

Data transformations have to specified at every level, where the processes only have to be specified
fully at the lowest level with a PSPEC. Specifying at every level is recommendable.
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With the Hatley and Pirbhai model multiple instances of a process can not be represented by one
process. All processes have to be shown in the diagram and only the process specification can be given
once. Again this is an offence against rule to remove redundancy as much as possible.

The hierarchical structuring of the diagrams does not differ.

Hatley and Pirbhai failed to integrate entity relationship diagrams into the modelling. The omission of
these diagrams is a serious lack in the Hatley and Pirbhai method. The specification with these
diagrams leads to a far more better understanding of the use of stores in the process diagrams.

The execution of the total model with token placing is also only described by Ward and Mellor, but it
can also be applied to the Hatley and Pirbhai diagrams.

5.5 Conclusions.

The conclusions that can be drawn from the preceding paragraphs must be that the Hatley and Pirbhai
method gives a far less well-considered impression than the Ward and Mellor method. The
representation of the diagrams of Ward and Mellor in almost all aspects is better. The Ward and Mellor
method should only have an extension with control flows, serving as a bundlc of evcnt flows.

5.6 Recommendations on the representation of Ward and Mellor diagrams.

The previous paragraph inexorably marked the Hatley and Pirbhai representation of the diagrams as
inferior to the Ward and Mellor diagrams. This paragraph gives a recommendation on the use of
levelled control transformations that could be taken in consideration.

Consider a home heating system with the following requirements:

- The inmate of the house must be able to enter a minimum and a maximum temperature value.
- The temperature of the house is measured by a thermometer.
- If it's too cold in the house then the central heating must be turned on, if it's too hot then the

heating must be turned off.

The Ward and Mellor diagram is shown in figure 5.5. The minimum and maximum values can be
entered by the inmate and are put in a store. The check temperature data transformation compares the
continuous input temperature with the stored values. If the temperature is too low, then it sends an
event to the control transformation: minimum_temperature_reached. The control transfOlmation is in its
initial state (heating off). When it receives lhe event, il will enable the healing transformation which
turns the healing on. After a while it will become too hot, the check temperature data transformation
notifies this and sends the event maximum_temperalure_reached. The control transformation ~n
disables the heating transformation and returns to the state heating off.

The data transformation that compares the temperature of the thermometer with the stored value, in fact
is not a data transformation, but a kind of precontrol process. It represents information, that is not
interesting at this level, because it only produces event signals for reasons of consequent Ward and
Mellor modelling. Look for example at the diagram in figure 5.6. The continuous flow is going inside
the control transformation. The control transformation specification now consists of a dilTerent state
diagram. The event only is recognised in the state transition diagram itself. This diagram looks less
cumbersome as the first one. Since the requirements analysis must only model essential things this
method seems recommendable.
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Another approach comes nearer to the Ward and Mellor approach. Again the diagram of 5.6 is taken,
but the control transformation specification is left away. The control transformation is decomposed into
two diagrams: The check temperature process and the control transformation with the same
specification as in figure 5.5. At this way the uninteresting event recognising part, that only exist due to
modelling requirements has been replaced to a lower level.
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figure 5.5: the Ward and Mellor represe11lation of the heating system.
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figure 5.6: A different representation for the heating system.
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Chapter 6: Differences in deriving a system nlodeI.

6.1 Introduction.

Chapter 5 described the differences qua representation between the Ward and Mellor and the Hatley
and Pirbhai method. This chapter shows the differences on deriving the essential model and the
requirements model, that says the way a system is built with one of the two methods.

Therefore an example system with its requirements is introduced. Two parts of this system are
modelled: the charge system with the Ward and Mellor method and the payment station with the Hatley
and Pirbhai method. Both methods are derived as close as possible to the guidelines of the methods.
The charge system is made with the use of System architect (see chapter 8) and can be found in
appendix I. Appendix 2 shows the Hatley and Pirbhai models constructed with the use of Promod. The
example system model is not complete, it's just meant as an example.

Paragraph 6.2 introduces the example system. The next two paragraphs respectively describe the
derivation of the models for the charge system and the payment system. Finally §6.4 contains
conclusions on the use of both methods.

6.2 The example system.

6.2.1 Introduction.

In the late eighties the Dutch government was in search for a method to decrease the amount of traffic
in the rush-hours. A system should be developed that charges the users of specific traffic-ways in the
busiest hours of the day to reduce the traffic amount in these hours. The system had to meet some
practical requirements: privacy of the road-users had to be guaranteed and no changes in the road had
to be necessary (for example the introduction of toll-houses on road accesses and exits.) Further the
charging should be done at the normal traffic speed.

A design was made by the project team 'Rekening Rijden' in order of the Dutch government, but the
project is not fmished yet, because of too high costs and resistance out of the society. This paragraph
describes the overall system for road-pricing as was proposed by the project team. Two subsystems of
\he road-pricing system the requirements are given of. These two systems, the charge station and a
payment station will be worked out respectively according to the Ward and Mellor method and \he
Hatley and Pirbhai method.

6.2.2 The total road-pricing system [8,9J.

The total system for road-pricing must satisfy the following requirements:

- A road user is charged for passing a specific place on a road at a certain time.
- The car drivers don't have to notice that a charge is made (so they don't have to slow-down or

things like that).
- The system must be secure. Fraudulent actions should be impossible. For this reason encryption

techniques are used.
- The system must be highly reliable. No unjustified charges may be done.
- The privacy of the road-user has to be protected.
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These requirements have as consequence that the system has to perform transactions to a car that has a
speed of 160 1cm/h, that means the transaction time is about 100 ms.

The system has been subdivided in the following subsystems:

- An In-Car-Unit (ICU) containing a transponder and a value card. Each car has to be supplied with
an ICU that contains a value card containing an amount of money. Each time a car is passing a
point in the road, where a charge is made, a communication link with the charge station is made and
the amount of money on the value card is decreased. The card also contains special car data like the
nationality of the car etc.

- Charge stations along the road. When a car passes a charge station then a communication link with
the car is set up and the amount of money on the value card is decreased. A car will not be
identified, when the transaction succeeds, but when the transaction failed, a videograph is made.

- Payment stations (comparable with petrol pumps). The car driver can increase the value card at a
payment station. The amount of money paid at the payment station is added to the amount on the
value card.

- The central system. The central system manages all charge stations and payment stations. All wrong
transactions of all charge stations are sent to the central system, which then dispatches all wrong
transactions.

The information between the ICU and the charge stations and payment stations will be encrypted.
Figure 6.1 shows the overview of the road pricing system. The next paragraphs give the requirements
of respectively the charge station and the payment station.

Central system

figure 6.1: overview of the road-pricing system.

6.2.3 The requirements of the charge system.

The charge station charges a road user for the use of a specific road. The value of the charge depends
on the length (classified in three groups) and the speed (classified increasingly with IO km/h). Also an
extra charge is made, when the car has a speed higher than 120 1cm/h. The value of all these charges
can be changed by the central system.

The passage of a car is notified by two sensors. These two sensors must be used to determine the
length and the speed of the passing car. The charge system must establish a connection with the
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passing car. The value card of the car may contain data that make the car gets a reduced charge. The
reduction values can also be changed by the central system.

When the value card contains a value higher than the total charge, the new card value has to be
calculated out of the length and speed, the reduction amount and the old value. The new value is sent
back to the car. When an error occurs in the connection with the car then a videograph is made of the
car. The videograph is interpreted and the number-plate of the car together with the speed and its
length are sent to the central system. This also happens when the card_value is too low compared to
the total charge. Finally the charge station has to keep statistical information about the passing cars. A
statistical report is sent to the central system every 20 minutes (for example) or immediately when the
central system asks for it.

The charge station must work for six lanes together.

6.2.4 The requirements of the payment station.

At the payment station a user can increase the value of the value card. The value card has stored its
value encrypted. When a user has inserted his bankcard and when the value card on the reu is
connected with the payment station, he can ask to transfer a certain amount of money from his
bankcard to the value card. When the amount of money on his bankcard is enough, the payment station
carries out this transaction and the values are sent to the central system. The transaction can not take
place, when the banksaldo is too low.

The central system can tum the payment system on and off and it can ask for a statistical report about
the transactions that have been made. This report then will be sent to the central system. Again each 20
minutes a report is made.

Before the transaction the user can ask to display the banksaldo and the value card saldo. After the
transaction the new banksaldo and the new value card saldo is displayed. The payment station also
serves as print service for the last 200 transactions with charge stations, that are stored on the
value_card.

6.3 The derivation of the charge station model with the Ward and Mellor method

6.3.1 Derivation of the context diagram and event list.

The requirements of the charge system are summed up paragraph 6.1.2. Out of these requirements now
a context diagram and an external event list have to be determined. The first step is to define all
external entities, the system communicates with. As shown in picture 6.2 the system consists of two
sensors that determine the presence of a car. With the reu in that car a communication link has to be
established and the car has to be charged adequately. The videocamera is placed outside the system;
when a request is sent for a videograph, the videodata are received shortly after that.The central system
can have several requests. The context diagram is shown in figure 6.2.

The event list shows all events that may happen in the environment and the desired responses of the
system. All events in this system first have to be recognised (indirect events) except the temporal event.
The event list is shown in figure 6.3.
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figure 6.2: the context diagram.

External events:

front of car arrives at sensor I
back of car passes sensor I
front of car arrives at sensor 2
back of car passes sensor 2

connection with car fails
connection with car established
the account of the value_card
is too low
the charging succeeds

central system asks for entering
new charge value
central system wants to enable or
disable charging
central system wants to enable or
disable monitoring
central system wants statistical data
20 minutes passed (temporal event)

figure 6.3: the external event list.
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6.3.2 The preliminary transformation scheme.

The event list that has been derived serves as starting-point for the derivation of the preliminary model.
Each event that can happen in the environment has to be recognised. For example: the fact that a car
has a too low account to be charged well, first has to be recognised.

The arrival of a car is monitored by sensors. With these sensor information the length and the speed of
the car have to be determined. The sensor technology is partially excluded and left for the
implementation stage, because the sensor technology is not known exactly. The sensor signal is
represented as a continuous signal, that has a different value when a car is passing or when no car is
passing (The terminator could also have been 'car', but it is not exactly known, how the car is
monitored by the sensors). Figure 6.4 shows the event recognising and responding transformations for
the derivation of the length and speed out of the sensor information. Further the charging of the car is
enabled out of this part of the system. For all events in the event list this kind of diagrams have to be
made. These diagrams are also shown in appendix I.
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figure 6.4: the event recognising and responding part of the sensors.

The preliminary model of Ward and Mellor is constructed by combining all event recognising and
responding parts together. This is certainly not a trivial point in the conslruction of the diagram. The
dependency of the control transformations has to be investigated. Also the event responding parts can
be recognising parts in another part of the model.

Figure 6.5 again shows the sensor part. Besides that it shows the central system event recognising part.
Both have as response the enabling of 'charge car'. A control transformation can not be enabled and
disabled by different control transformations. In this case the central system enabling is more important.
When the central system turns the charging on or off then the enabling out of the sensor control
transformation has no influence any more. The opposite is not true. Therefore an event 'car present'
should be used in stead of an enable flow. The control transformation in 'charge car' has to interpret
this event as indication that it in fact should be enabled. Figure 6.7, that views the preliminary model,
shows the solution of the problem.

Figure 6.6 shows two different event recognising parts, that trigger the same transformation in response
to different recognised events. These control transformations have to be combined in the preliminary
model to prohibit redundancy in the diagram, caused by picturing the 'take videograph , transformation
twice.

The resulting preliminary transformation scheme is shown in figure 6.7. When the number of event
recognising and responding parts is high, the preliminary model will become too large. When the event
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figure 6.6: control transformations that have to be joined.

recognising and responding method is used, it is necessary to make a total overview of the relations
between the different parts of the model; all data that are needed by other parts of the system and all
control dependencies must be identified. For large models the preliminary model can be levelled to
keep the model manageable. The top-down approach then becomes a kind of bottom-up modelling.
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6.3.3 The behaviourial model.

The preliminary model has to be structured in an upward way. Since the event recognising and
responding parts have to be grouped together as far as possible, the upward structuring is a bit trivial.
Figure 6.8 shows the resulting level 1 diagram.
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/'

/'
/'

......

D
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videoJequest

•I,
\
\
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commun_ encrypted_ d
establishment_ encrypte _new_

cacd ta

figure 6.8: the level 1 diagram.

The decomposition out of this diagram then naturally produced almost the same diagrams as the event
recognising and responding parts did. The only difference is, that the recognising and responding
functions are a bit more elaborated.

6.3.4 The data scheme.

Although not really necessary, a data diagram can be created to describe the relations of the charge
table. Figure 6.10 shows the data diagram for the store 'normal charge values'. Its specification is as
follows:

normaCcharge_value = @speed.ref + @length.ref + normal_charge

This means that the normaCcharge_value is determined by the speed class and the length class of the
passing car.
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)----1 car_passing_ f----+-~
parameter

length

speed

figure 6.9: the entity-relationship diagram for the store normaIJharge_values.

6.4 The Hatley and Pirbhai analysis and design.

In contrary to the Ward Mellor which is event oriented, the Hatley and Pirbhai method is based on
functional decomposition. Out of the context diagram all main functions are identified and these are
modelled with data flow diagrams, and when necessary supplemented with a control structure. For the
lower level functions this procedure is repeated again and again.

Hatley and Pirbhai don't give too much guidelines to derive a structured model. In fact the only
guideline is to omit control as far as possible. When it is really necessary, it should be placed at the
highest possible level.

6.4.1 The context diagram.

The combined data and control context diagram of the payment station is shown in figure 6.10. The
external entities are the bankcard and the leu value_card of the user. Both are checked to be present
and after this exchange of the stored values with the system takes place. The customer is another
terminator, he can ask for a transfer or for a report of the last 200 charges. The central system may
have some requests to the system, among which a request for a statistical report.

leu

bankcard
-Pfesent-------

bank
carr

banksaldo
exchange -

wanted
_value

user

figure 6.10: the context diagram of the payment station.

central
syslem-
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6.4.2 The decomposition of the context diagram.

The context diagram can not be subdivided in the way Hatley and Pirbhai prescribe. Decomposition by
only considering the main functions is not possible, since also the activation and deactivation of the
processes have to be taken into account. The CSPEC, that is necessary is placed at a level as high as
possible. Consequently the originating level 1 diagram contains only two processes.

Figure 6.11 shows this diagram with its external entities. The control and data flow diagrams are
combined, as is recommended by Hatley and Pirbhai. The control transformation of the Ward and
Mellor method that was inside the 'manage central system' transformation, is placed one level higher.
As mentioned in chapter 5 the Hatley and Pirbhai method leads too less confusing situations.

-~ ,..
";'

I
I

I system,
*

leu
present

transaction
report -

lCU
exchange

bankcard

6
... .,:-present

Bankcard

banksaldo
exchange

figure 6.11: the level 1 diagram of the payment station.

The manage payment process has to be decomposed further. Therefore the main functions of the
process should be determined. The process has to contain the following main functions:

- The production of a printed report of the last 200 charge data, when the user asks for it.
- The production of a statistical report.
- Display of the lCU and the banksaldo.
- The check for correct payment.
- The increasing of the lCU and the decreasing of the banksaldo.

Figure 6.12 shows the resulting diagram with its terminators. Due to the control structure, the division
of the system into its main functions just happens in this diagram, instead of in the level 1 diagram. All
these processes can be decomposed further. The total requirements model can be found in appendix 2.

6.5 Conclusions on the use of both methods.

The modelling heuristics are rather vague, so it's not easy to say which of both modelling methods is
better. The placing of CSPEC's and control transformations as high as possible can be recommended.
Consequently the control specification should only relate to processes inside the diagram. It's hardly
possible and not recommendable to avoid control structures.
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figure 6.12: the manage payment process.

When the event recognising and responding method of Ward and Mellor is used, it's necessary Lo
combine all the single parts into a large model. For large systems this approach may not be
maintainable. The upward structuring then degenerates into a kind of bottom-up modelling.

Therefore a combination of the Ward and Mellor and the Hatley and Pirbhai method may lead to
structured diagrams for large systems. For large systems a context diagram and an event list have to be
derived. Then functional decomposition of this context diagram should be applied, at the same time
regarding the control structure dependencies by looking at the event list and deriving the state transition
diagrams.

•
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Chapter 7: After the structured specification.

7.1 Introduction.

The previous chapters handled about the structured specification stage. When the requirements analysis
has been finished, the design stage follows. The idealised model has to be transfonned into an
implementation model that meets all physical constraints; the timing constraints, the amount of data to
be stored, the availability of resources and the input and output flow characteristics must be considered.
The bubbles of the essential model and the requirements model have to be allocated to physical
modules.

Ward and Mellor's implementation model describes the allocation of the essential model to processors,
that can perform tasks simultaneously. A single processor, except multi-task processors, can only
perform tasks sequentially. Each task consists of a hierarchy of modules, each of which takes a part of
the essential model. The modules are executed sequentially. Fjgure 7.1 shows the Ward and Mellor
implementation model.

essential model

module stage (task 1.1)

processor stage

task stage (processor 1)

figure 7.1: the derivation of the Ward and Mellor implementation model.

The Ward and Mellor implementation model is almost completely dedicated to software implementation
of the essential model. The Hatley and Pirbhai architectural model makes a difference between software
implementation and hardware implementation and therefore is more suited for use on EB. It will be
considered in the next paragraphs.
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Paragraph 7.2 shows the representation of the Hatley and Pirbhai architectural model. The derivation of
the model is described in §7.3. Since the allocation of the requirements is described a bit superficial by
Hatley and Pirbhai, their description is supplemented with some additional Ward and Mellor remarks.

7.2 The architectural model.

7.2.1 Introduction.

The architectural model is derived of the requirements model by adding all design constraints, for
example reliability of the system and availability of resources etc.. The architectural model shows the
system in terms of physical components, physical processes, information flows between them and how
that information flows. The upper levels of the levelled architectural model show the partitioning of the
essential model into architectural modules, regardless of the software and hardware configuration,
because that is considered in the lower levels.

A module represents a grouping of functional processes with their control structure and interconnecting
flows. One physical module corresponds to a fundamental entity of the system. The nucleus of each
module is formed by a part of the process and the control part of the requirements model. Beyond that
a module contains the following blocks:

- the input and output processing, that are needed in every module to communicate with other
modules and transform information from (to) other modules into (from) an internally usable form.

- user interface part. This is a special case of the input and output processing. It is put apart, because
user interfaces have to be more flexible then inter module interfaces.

- maintenance processing. This part represents modules, that are required to do self-monitoring,
redundancy management and the gathering of data for maintenance purposes.

The modules are connected by information flow vectors that represent all information that flows
between two modules in the model. One information flow vector can be a single element or grouping
of element, data or control flow.

The architectural model is divided into a hierarchical structure of architecture flow diagrams, that show
the modules and the information flow vectors, and the (architecture) interconnection diagrams that show
the channels used by the information flow vectors of the according AFD. For uncomplex features it is
possible to combine these two diagrams. Each module and channel has to be specified and finally all
data and control flows on the AFD's have to be specified in the architecture dictionary. All these
models are taken into account in the next paragraphs.

7.2.2 The architecture context diagram.

The architecture context diagram shows the system as one module that exchanges information with
external entities. The architecture context diagram consists of the following elements (see figure 7.2):

- One module representing the system. A module is represented by a rectangle with rounded corners.
The name of the module may not contain a verb any more only a noun.

- Terminators, that represent entities, which may communicate with each of the processing blocks.
- Information flow vectors. The symbol of an information flow vector is a straight dashed or solid

arrow, with only right angled bends. An information channel is the physical means by which
information flows between two modules, for example a bus or a mechanical or optical link. Flows
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figure 7.2: an architectural context diagram.

between a single entity and the system may be bidirectional. For this reason an entity can be placed
in as well the input as the output part.

7.2.3 The architecture flow diagrams and interconnect diagrams.

An architecture flow diagram shows the way a module is made up of submodules. A part of the
processes and flows from the DFD's and the CFD's have been allocated to some of the submodules.
Other modules consist of the input, output, user interface or maintenance processing. The modules are
connected by information flow vectors. There is no limitation in the number of modules that may be
used. Figure 7.3 shows an architecture flow diagram of a module that is decomposed into several other
modules. For example module 2 is shown in figure 7.4. It has the same construction as AFD O.
Redundant modules are shown as one module on this diagram.

---------T
i
I

--.
---r-- ------------------- -----------------1---------------------------

I i
I

- - ...

AFDO

figure 7.3: an architectural flow diagram.
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r---------

4C 2.5 ¢
I

AFD 2

figure 7.4: the architectural flow diagram of module 2.

An interconnect diagram shows the physical channels by which the modules communicate. It consists
of the same modules as the according architectural flow diagram and the information channels. Possible
redundant modules are shown only in this diagram and also their connections. The multiple modules
are labelled to show how many of them exist. See figure 7.5 for the interconnection diagram that
belongs to the AFD shown in figure 7.3. The decomposition of the interconnection diagrams and the
architecture flow diagrams is the same.

I-·----i----------------------------------r--
mechanical 'I [ 2.3 J I

link ,----____ input internal c'I I r
tHtr J i bus r I bus l 2.5l 2.1 r l 2.2 j optical HIll l'---_-./

I r---

t------------------ - -------- -- I- .. - ------- -------------------_._------------j

I

I
!

AFD 2

figure 7.5: the interconnection diagram for AFD 2.

7.2.4 The architecture dictionary and module specifications.

Each architecture module and channel in the system must get a specification of which processing and
flows are allocated to them. This is done by identifying all clements of the requirements model and
showing their allocation and giving the reasons for that allocation. An architecture module specification
consists of three parts:
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- a narrative specification of what the module has to do.
- a listing of the architectural requirements.
- the allocation of the requirements model to the module. A process doesn't have to be allocated

totally to one module. The highest level process, that has been allocated to the module totally, is
indicated. The same applies for CSPEC's that are divided over several modules. The according
process activation tables and state diagrams then have to be split.

Each communication channel in the interconnection diagram should get an architecture specification of
its physical characteristics. This can be done graphical or textual.

The architecture dictionary shows all the data and control elements that flow in the architecture model.
It shows the allocation of flows of the requirements model to the architecture model, the modules it
interconnects and the names of the channels it uses. For example:

name of flow type of flow

a data flow

origin

module 2.1

destination

module 2.3

communication channel

internal bus

7.3 The derivation of the architecture model.

7.3.1 Introduction.

The purpose of the implementation model is, that all architectural requirements are taken into account.
The design factors that play an important role are reliability, safety, maintainability, testability, cost,
technology, performance and expansionability. Hatley and Pirbhai introduce the following steps to
derive an architectural model:

- enhancement of the requirements model (which is a teclmology independent model) by adding input,
output, user interface and maintenance processing. The resulting model is called technology
nonspecific.

- allocation of the enhanced model to physical entities, according the chosen technology.

The first step is to find out what the critical factors (safety reliability, cost) are in implementing the
system and notice whether they are conflicting.

7.3.2 The technology non specific model.

The technology non specific model is derived by finding out, where the system receives data from
other systems and where input processing may be needed, how it transmits data and whether output
processing is needed, where it interfaces with users and where maintenance requirements exist. These
four kinds of additional processing are now taken into account.

The communication of the system with the environment has to be taken into account. The system often
doesn't get the characteristics from the environment in the form it wants to have it. Therefore the input
and output values are transformed from physical to logical inputs and outputs. The input processing is
dependent on implementation decisions as is the output processing. For example the system can not do
much with the height of mercury in a mercury colunm, but when it's processed to an electrical signal
representing the temperature, then it can. These new processes are added in the requirements model in
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the input and the output processing blocks of the implementation model. The Ward and Mellor method
requires the same approach, since the sensor technology may have been excluded in the essential
model.

The same applies for the user interface processing. An example of this is the following processing:
Assume that the user enters a value beyond the expected or possible range. Then the interface
processing should ask the user to enter a new value. This kind of processing is added in the user
interface part of the requirements model.

When the implementation technology is chosen the system may have various types of maintenance and
self test requirements. When redundant modules are necessary then this has to be managed. The
processing for this is applied to the maintenance part of the implementation model. Figure 7.6 shows an
enhanced requirements model. The requirements model should be left as much as possible in tact, so
that a change in the interface technology doesn't need the system to be rebuilt again.

requirements model enhanced required model

I
I1--- 0 ·----- I

I i

figure 7.6: an enhanced requirements model; the technology non-specific model.

After building this model the specific technology is chosen, by finding out which end to end flows are
critical. The processes on that path have to be identified and their timing constraints are taken into
account. Finally the implementation technology is chosen in such a way, that these constraints are met
sufficiently.

7.3.3 The allocation to modules.

The processes of the enhanced requirements model have to be allocated to architecture modules. The
architecture context diagram nearly always compares to the combined data and control context diagram.
The channels on which the information flows should be identified. Then the highest level AFD is
drawn by allocating the processing part of the enhanced requirements model, the control part can be
allocaled in a corresponding way. The allocation of CSPEC's depends on the way the processes of one
DFD are allocated to different modules and whether they depend on each other or not.

The Halley and Pirbhai description of the allocation to modules is a bit superficial. Ward and Mellor
give a more extensive description of it,3]:
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The allocation of a process to a single module asks, that the input data is transfonned according to the
specification into output data, that then is sent to the appropriate destination. The situation becomes
more difficult, when one process has to be allocated to two processors. Then an infonnation exchange
is necessary between the two modules to infonn each other about the work done. A control
transfonnation can also be split.

A good allocation of stored data can only be reached, when each individual object type and relationship
are looked at. For this reason an entity-relationship diagram is created for each candidate module. If all
data transfonnations that use a store, are allocated to a single module, then the module owns the store.
Problems arise, when different modules need data from a certain store. Data can be made available to
two or more modules at the following ways:

Module A Module B

__x__~ y shared I

E/R diagram for module A

Iy shared ~L-_Z__

E/R diagram for module B

figure 7.7:the sharing of stored data between two processors.

- sharing. The modules have equal rights on the data, although synchronisation is necessary.
Figure 7.7 shows the case of sharing.

- exclusive ownership. One module has access to the physical storing mechanism. The other(s) can
only use the data in cooperation with the possessor.

- duplication. Each module has access to a data storage containing a copy of the data. Changing data
in the store can only in cooperation with the other modules.

These were the Ward and Mellor considerations.

After the derivation of the AFD the interconnection diagram has to be drawn. When certain modules
cannot deliver the required safety and reliability, then these modules may have to be duplicated. The
introduction of this redundancy needs some additional processing in the maintenance block.

The consistency rules for mapping of the requirements model to modules are:

- the modules in the AFD are the same modules as in the interconnection diagram.
- every component of an information flow vector must be used in the modules
- each channel must have at least one control or data flow assigned.
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- Each PSPEC and CSPEC has to be allocated.
- every flow in the requirements model must be placed in the architectural model.

7.3.4 Hardware and software implementation.

The system requirements are mapped onto an architecture, by allocating parts of the system to certain
modules. Now for each module has to be decided, whether it is going to be implemented in hardware
or in software. This is done by identifying hardware functions and software functions and hardware for
the software applications. A module can be implemented in software, hardware or in both.

The hardware design is modeled by AFD's and interconnection diagrams, that only show the hardware
allocation. The hardware must perfonn some system functions but also it fulfils the task of host for the
software. The AFD's and interconnection diagrams can be decomposed until physical entities are
reached that comprise the system's hardware. This method can be used as a starting-point for the
hardware design.

The AFD's and AID's are also used to show how the software modules interface with each other and
with the environment. Therefore the CFD and the DFD for each architecture module is token and the
interface processing is added to transform the information to an internally used form. The functions
have to be allocated to these software modules. For this the technique of making structure charts is
used. This technique is very well described by Page-Jones[5l .

This was in short a description of the architectural model introduced by Hatley and Pirbhai. The model
can be considered as a starting-point for the design of the software modules and the hardware modules.
Further research has to be done to a straight translation of the requirements model to the architectural
model and further.
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Chapter 8: CASE·Tool comparison.

8.1 Introduction.

Chapter 3 and 4 handled about two methods for the specification of real-time systems requirements.
Since it would be agonising to make all the diagrams by hand at a clear and readable way, especially
for large systems, some CASE tools (computer aided software engineering tools) have been developed,
which give the designer the possibility to draw hierarchical flow diagrams easily and also provide
checks on the consistency. The tools that are taken into account are System architect that supports the
Ward and Mellor method and Promod for the Hatley and Pirbhai method. The quality of the tools is
determined independently of the methods they support.

Paragraph 8.2 differs three classes the quality of a tool depends on. On basis of these class the quality
of System architect (§8.3) and Promod (§8.4) is detennined. Paragraph 8.5 contains the conclusions.

8.2 Good tool characteristics.

The quality of a CASE-tool depends on the following three c1assesp· lOl:

- The method support. The amount of support of the tool to the method can be seen as the most
important quality aspect. A tool that doesn't support the method is totally worthless as tool for that
method.

- User comfort, which is determined by the quality of the graphic interface and the menu's etc.
- Checks for correctness. The quality of the error checks can also be seen as a form of user comfort,

since this error checking can also be done by the user, yet it is taken apart, because it forms a kind
of transition between the method requirements and the user requirements.

These three categories will be considered in the next paragraphs.

8.2.1 The method support.

The most important characteristic of a tool is the extent to which it supports the method. The tools
must apply to the following rules:

- all kind of scheme's (of the method) can be made with the tool in the prescribed fonn:

- the levelled transformation scheme, event list and the data scheme (Ward and Mellor).
- the levelled process model separated from the control part (Hatley and Pirbhai).

Beyond this all the models must contain all prescribed symbols. For example: the event flows and
multiple instances (System architect), a CSPEC bar and a control flow (Promod).

- the data transfonnation, process, data and control flow and control (transformation) specifications
can be entered at the prescribed way. With Promod it should for example be possible to make
combinational tables, both tools have to foresee in state transition diagrams and tables (matrices).

- the tool should foresee in the traceability aspects. Tracing facilities should be present to identify the
derivation of the specification model out of the user requirements.
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8.2.2 Checks for correctness.

The user of the CASE-tool may have made mistakes in the diagrams. A tool should be able to identify
all kind of possible errors. A tool can better have no error checking facilities, than just finding some
mistakes. The following errors can be made (for processes also data transformations can be read):

- inconsistency errors: processes that have no connection, flows that are not connected well, stores
that are not connected, direct flows between two stores, or for a DFD and according CFD that
contain different processes, an object type that is not connected and so on.

- decomposition errors. All in- and outgoing data items in the child diagram have to occur in the
parent diagram and vice versa. Rows can also be decomposed wrongly.

- transformation (process) and control specification errors; A check should be made on the presence of
all inputs and outputs of data transformations and process in the specification and v.v.. This also
applies for the control transformations and the CSPEC's.

- data definition errors. Does the tool check, whether all flows and stores and object types and
relationships (W&M) have been specified and have been specified well?

It must be possible to ask for a total check as well as for small checks, per diagram or per two
diagrams. It would be very nice if the tool could execute the diagram as described by Ward and Mellor,
with tokens or with certain input values.

8.2.3 User comfort.

Another important category is the user comfort. A tool, that supports the method completely and has all
automated checking facilities, can be very frustrating to work with, when it takes hours and hours to
make a simple diagram. The following aspects of user comfort have to be looked after:

- the quality of the graphical interface; it should be easy to enter and change diagrams quickly. The
overview of a diagram should be well, zooming facilities should not have to be necessary. Finally it
should be easy to learn to work with the tool.

- the quality of the menu's; The menu's have to be justified ergonomically. It should be easy to
switch between related diagrams and between diagrams and the diverse specifications. A wrong
choice in the menu should not be punished by destroying the whole diagram.

- a change in a diagram, that influences in oilier diagrams has to be applied to all these diagrams. The
same holds for the diverse specifications.

- the quality of the document generation; ilie user should be able to choose the desired document lay
out. For example a single print out of a diagram with its related specifications, or a print out of the
total scheme.

8.3 System architect.

8.3.1 Introduction.

System architect is a CASE-tool, which supports various design methods. One of these methods is the
Ward and Mellor method. This chapter describes the quality of the tool regarding to ilie categorised
guidelines given in the previous paragraph.
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Again should be said, that this chapter only considers the tool System architect, not the Ward and
Mellor method.

8.3.2 The method support.

The elements of a transformation schema as described in chapter 3, all can be drawn with System
architect. Figure 8.1 shows an example diagram containing all elements of the transformation schema of
the Ward and Mellor method. Enable and disable flows are considered as event flows labelled with
enable/disable.

terminator
continuous flow
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discrete flow

System Architect

Mon Jun 29, 1992 13:27
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figure 8.1: an example diagram made with System architect.

All composed flows of the Ward and Mellor method can be used. Splitting or joining flows are made
by using an invisible AND-connector (only the arrow entering the connector is visible, see figure 8.2).
An extra possibility is an XOR-connector that can be used to indicate, that two outputs cannot be
produced at the same time by two different transformations. See also figure 8.2 for both the use of the
AND-connector and the XOR-connector.

o
figure 8.2: all AND-collllec{or and an XOR-connec{or.
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Each data transfonnation needs to be specified. System architect provides in it by giving the possibility
to add a textual description with each data transfonnation. The defInition can be given with structured
english, pre- and postconditions or other textual ways of description. These rather fonnal
descriptions can be supported with comment. The existence of a comment is indicated with the black
circle at the left top comer of the circle representing the transfonnation. See figure 8.3. While neither
the description nor the comment is visible in the diagram, a graphical comment can be adjoined to the
transfonnation (see also figure 8.3).

figure 8.3: dLzta transformation specifications.

A transformation specification (process definition) can be
output_element = 2 * input_element

event 2
event 3

~51

stale 1

ilion
e

'r
slate 2

nt 2 ~l

nt 4 event 1

'r
state 3

nt 2 ...
nt 3 event 1--

"
state 4

I

~
eve

~

eve

trans
nam

output

output_element

.....
event 4 '-)

r--_
/

input

input_element

Indication, that a comment is
added to the process. ---> .00

I A
\ I

/
\ 0.0__ /
",- event 1 / ' P ...... " event ~ ,

..... -- --~ c1 '- - - .--

I

--~.-- "-
/'event2 '-

I
I
I

data flow:
with element:

figure 8.4: a control transformation. figure 8.5: the state transition diagram.

A specification of a control transfonnation can be given textually or by drawing a state transition
diagram. Such a diagram is considered as a child of the control transformation. The existence of a child
is indicated by colouring the middle circle of the three circles black (see figure 8.4).

The state diagrams are according the W&M method with one difference: A transition is not associated
with as well conditions as actions but just with a name (see figure 8.5). The transition can be specified
as conditions and actions, but that is not visible in the diagram. By using two text blocks containing the
conditions and the actions and a line the diagram can be made according to the Ward and Mellor
method, but this is a bit artificial.

The hierarchical structure of a system can be modelled in System architect exactly according the Ward
and Mellor method.
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System architect gives the possibility to draw data schemes (entity relationship diagrams), but neither
can be worked with associative object types nor with super- and subtypes. Furlher the notation, used by
Ward and Mellor to specify the super-types and subtypes (with a '@') causes a specification error. So
on this aspect the Ward and Mellor method is badly supported.

System architect uses a dictionary for data specification. The meaning of all flows and stores can be
specified with a comment. A flow or store can consist of data elements or data structures. The structure
specification is identical to the composition specification of the Ward and Mellor method except for
one small aspect. Figure 8.6 shows the composition specification for the data flow 'food' that is
decomposed in the flows 'meat' and 'fruit'. The flow 'food' cannot be indicated to be decomposed of
the flows 'meat' and 'fruit', but just of the structures, they are composed of. This is not according to
the Ward and Mellor method.

meat

fruit

fruit

meatball. ham. steak. milk

grape, orange, pineapple

[ grapes I orange I pineapple]

{grape}

meat + milk

/
beef olives+steak

I {meatball + ham} 3

0.0
food

meatball, ham, steak, grape, orange, pineapple

name
-------------------->
data flow definition

/ \
data structure definitions

[ meat I fruit]

/ \
beef olives + steak [ grapes I orange I pineapple]

I {meatball + ham} 3 {grape}

data element definitions

figure 8.6: an example of data flow specification.

A complication that then may arise is the following: the flow 'food' splits into the flows 'meat' and
fruit'. The flow 'meat' consists of the structure 'meat', which has just been described and the data
element 'milk', so an error can be created, that should not be possible to be created. The flow 'fruit'
just consists of the structure 'fruit'. Type specification can be done in the comment by giving for
example all values that a data element can have.

For each transformation System architect provides the opportunity to indicate the requirements, it's
been derived from. The definition of a total trace table is not supported.
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8.3.3 Checks for errors.

This paragraph describes the extent to which System architect checks on mistakes. First inconsistency
checks are taken into account, next balancing checks and finally the data check.

To be sure, that one has defined a proper model System architect has a rule check, that checks on
inconsistency mistakes. For example: a data transformation with no outputs doesn't testify to a good
model. The rule checker of system architect does find the following mistakes:

- the failure of a symbol definition in data dictionary and data expression definition.
- the failure of a process definition (only in the lowest level).
- duplicate names.
- a child diagram that does not have the same name as the transformation in the parent diagram.
- a data flow that only has one connection or is not connected at all or is a connection between stores.
- a transformation that either has no inputs or no outputs.

Figure 8.7 shows a picture, that completely disagrees with the Ward and Mellor rules, still the rule
checker doesn't find one of the mistakes.

discrete flow

event storeD

"--,
/' P "

/ \
/ control ,
I transfonnation J" CJ---- ---

'- ./" ~----- ./------

p

--/' event flow
/

(

t
stored dataD

discrete flow
enable/
disable

discrete flow

figure 8.7: mistakes that are not detected by System architect.

System architect also verifies. whether the splitting and merging of flows is done correctly. More
precise: Are all incoming data elements according to those outgoing of an AND-connector.

Each decomposition of a flow has to be checked apart. System architect checks, whether all incoming
data elements are according to the data elements outgoing from the AND connector. Figure 8.6 shows
an example. Data flow food consists of data elements meatball, ham, steak, grape, orange, pineapple.
but the outgoing flow meat consists of the element milk. For this reason the horizontal check will give

•an error indication on this data element. Figure 8.8 shows the horizontal balancing report.

System architect doesn't provide any check 011 data and control transformations. No balance checks are
even done on the inputs or outputs, which is rather a severe shortcoming of the tool. The state
transition diagrams also don't have a check whether the conditions and actions appear as input or
output on the control transformation. This together with the fact that the conditions and actions cannot
be shown in the diagram make the drawing of a state transition diagram exactly the same as an
ordinary drawing-tool.
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AND Connector
B2 - The following 1 are unreferenced output:

milk. Data Element

figure 8.8: a System architect balancing report.

System architect has a balance check that verifies whether the flows from and to the parent compare to
those in the child diagram. With balance check the in and outgoing data elements in the parent are
compared with those in the child diagram, not the names of the flows are checked upon. The
expression check verifies, whether the data composition is allowed or not and whether the data items
have been defined in the dictionary.

The entity-relationship diagrams are completely unrelated with the transfonnation scheme and no
checkings are made at all on the entity-relationship diagrams.

8.3.4 User comfort.

This paragraph describes the user comfort of System architect.

System architect has a graphical interface it's well working with. A diagram can be made very quickly.
One can also draw diagrams at an easy way. A minus point is the fact that the drawing of arrows is not
made well. System architect works under windows. It's very easy switching from parent diagram to
child diagram. The dictionary is reachable by clicking on the flows. Also the menu's are very
comprehensible and easy to become gripse of.

When a child has been created, then System architect shows the flows going in and out the parent
transfonnation in the new diagram, but when the parent is modified then this is not visible in the child
diagram. The parent diagram is hold at the window's clipboard. It's easy to change over and over
between the parent diagram and the child diagram. A name that is changed in a certain diagram is not
changed in the entire model, so one has to trace all these flows back and change them one by one.

System architect needs all diagrams to be print out apart. Only the dictionary can be printed out totally
at many different ways. One can print out an overview of all 11ows, transformations, elements, errors
etc. The complete data definition list of the example in diagram of figure 8.6 is given in figure 8.9.

8.4 Promod.

8.4.1 Introduction.

Promod can be used to make normal data flow diagrams according to the Yourdon method. but it is
extended to support the Hatley and Pirbhai method. In the next paragraphs the quality of Promod as
supporting tool for the Hatley and Pirbhai method is examined.
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All Definitions
Page 1
Name Type
Description

grape Data Element
* A grape is a cheap, little piece of fruit *

ham Data Element
* ham is the outer part of a beef olive *

meatball Data Element
* a meatball is the inner of a beef olive *

milk Data Element
* milk is no meat *

orange Data Element
* an orange is a big, expensive piece of frui t *

pineapple Data Element
* a pine-apple is a very expensive kind of fruit*

Date

07/01/92

07/01/92

07/01/92

07/01/92

07/01/92

07/01/92

steak
* steak is meat of a cow *

food
[ fruit Imeat]

fruit
fruit

meat
meat + milk

beeColives
I f meatball + ham} 3

fruit
[ grapes Iorange Ipineapple]

grapes
{ grape}

meat
beeColives + steak

figure 8.9: the data dictionary representation.

8.4.1 The method support.

Data Element

Data Flow

Data Flow

Data Flow

Data Structure

Data Structure

Data Structure

Data Structure

07/01/92

07/01/92

06/11/92

07/01/92

07/01/92

07/01/92

07/01/92

07/01/92

All the elements of the data and control flow diagrams can be drawn with Promod. Figure 8.10 shows a
combined schema of a data context diagram and a level I DFD and figure 8.11 it's according control
part. Promod also gives the possibility to show the process part together with the control part (flow
diagrams). A CFD contains all processes and stores that are used in the DFD and vice versa.
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data
flow-

data_flow

~
data_store

tenni
nator_2--~

example

figure 8.10: all example dataflow diagram l1wde with Promod.
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.1 , " control_store
,

\ fA
\ ,,_..-

\

\ control_flow /, ,/

~::;I~fl~~--./---:O~:I~~O~--
example

figure 8.11: an example comrol flow diagram made with Prol1lod.

Flows can not be composed according the method. Bidirectional flows can be drawn, a !low can be
split and directed to different processes completely, but it can not be split in two or more subflows. The
same applies for merging. This is a severe shortcoming of Promod. It's also not possible to show
different flow names on one flow arc (X,Y,Z in figure 4.4c).
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Each process can be specified with a so called 'minispec'. This minispec consists of a textual
description, that can be written with structured english or a kind of high level programming language or
simple text. Every incoming flow can be preceded by a '>', the outgoing flows by a '<' and
bidirectional flows with an '&'. When this is done then Promod does some checks on it. (more about
this in §8.3).

Hatley and Pirbhai recommend CSPEC's that consist of state transition diagrams, preceded and
postceded by combinational tables and process activation tables. Promod gives the possibility to draw
finite state diagrams, but the combinational tables and process activation tables can not be defined. In
stead of this one should compose the condition of a transition of diverse control flow values and so
with the actions. The actions may also be process activations, which are indicated with the name of the
process they activate preceded by a '1\'. Although this seems a rather severe change in the method, in
practice this makes Promod not less usable. Halley and Pirbhai use the same notations in the examples
given in their book.

The hierarchical way of structuring the system specifications is the same as used by Hatley and Pirbhai.

All data flows, control flows, data stores and control stores that are used in the diagrams should be
specified. The way this can be done with Promod is clarified with the example diagram of figure 8.12.

fruit

figure 8.12: all example diagram for flow specificatio/l.

A flow or store can consist of primitives or non-primitives. These non-primitives can be specified
identical to the specification of the Halley lmd Pirbhai method. Figure 8.13 shows the composition
specification for the data flow 'food'. The flow 'food' splits into the flows 'meat' and fruit'. The flow
'meat' is then specified already as the non-primitive 'meat'. So it's not possible to have a flow named
'meat', that consists of the non-primitive 'meat' and another (non-) primitive.

The primitive data flows must be specified qua range etc.. This is possible in Promod. The control
flows have to be specified by giving all values, it can have.

Promod doesn't have special opportunities to define the traceability aspects. So one should use the
comments to show how, where from and why the processes and flows have been derived.

8.4.2 Checks for errors.

This paragraph describes to what extent Promod checks Dn mistakes. Promod checks on errors that are
subdivided into three classes:
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DATA_DICTIONARY
***************

beeColive

= "meatball"
+ "ham"

USED IN DD: beeColives

beeColives

= 1 { beeColive } 3

USED IN DD: meat

food

= [meat
I fruit]

fruit

[ grapes
I "apple"
I "orange" ]

USED IN DD: food

grapes

{ "grape" }

USED IN DD: fruit

meat

= beeColives
+ "steak"

USED IN DD: food

figure 8.13: the data dictionary representation.

- severe errors, for example cyclic levelling errors.
- errors, for example equal numbering of different processes in one diagram.
- warnings, for example a read-only store. A warning doesn't mean an error, but is meant to be an

indication to what could be an error.

All inconsistency errors of the diagrams are found. Promod even doesn't allow to save not correct
diagrams. All inproper data specifications are also found. The absence of a data specification in Promod
is given as a warning. Further the composition specification of the data items is checked well. When
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the user of Promod indicates incoming and outgoing flows to a control or process specification
respectively with a '>' or a '<' or a '&' for bidirectional flows, then these are checked upon in the
diagrams.

The levelled schemes are also checked completely. All checks have to be done on a complete scheme.

8.4.4 User comfort.

Promod has a graphic interface, that shows the diagram completely and well visible. The seperated data
flow diagrams and the control flow diagrams can not be made visible together, but they can be
combined in a flow diagram. The processes and stores that are defined in the process model are visible
in both diagrams.

The big disadvantage of Promod is working with the menus. It is very easy to destroy a picture when
one is not concentrated for a moment, not only in the learning stage. Switching between diagrams
has to be done via menu's outside the diagram screen, when the diagram is not visible anymore. Each
time the name of the desired diagram has to be entered. The same applies for the data specification.
This together with the waiting times, the switchings imply, make working with Promod very
uncomfonable.

The Promod diagrams can be plot out single, but the lay-out of the diagrams can not be changed in
Promod itself. The diagrams of figure 8.10 and 8.11 have had an extensive face-lift with another
drawing-tool to become readable in this repon. The analysis of mistakes can not be applied to single or
a restricted number of diagrams, for large systems a serious disadvantage. The information of the
analysis report is represented in several ways. The data definitions of figure 8.13 are represented
alternatively as a data tree list. See figure 8.14. The developer of Promod can hardly be called an
enthusiastic nature zealot, because every new specification part is put on a new blank page.

DATA_TREE_LIST
**************

food

[meat
beeColives

{beeColive}
. meatball
+ ham

+ steak
Ifruit]

[grapes
. {grape}

(apple
lorange]

figure 8.14: an alternative data representation.

Changes in diagrams, that also influence other diagrams, have to be done by the user himself.
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8.5 Conclusions

System architect supports the method completely, only the data diagram is not supported well. The
flow/structure definition is a bit different, but doesn't lead to big misunderstandings. The checks on
errors are far less impressive. The consistency rule checker doesn't find all mistakes in the diagram. An
advantage of this is that the recommendations, made in paragraph 5.6, also can be used in System
architect without getting error indications. On the area of user comfort System architect has a very high
score. System architect can be used well as a drawing-tool for the Ward and Mellor method.

Promod doesn't follow the Hatley and Pirbhai method completely, but not so, that it can not be used
for it. The error checking is far more better than it is for System architect. The big disadvantage of
Promod is its user unfriendliness. It is not nice to have to work with Promod.
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Chapter 9: Conclusions.

The intention of the graduation project was to investigate which of the both methods could be used best
on EB in the future in combination with a supporting drawing-tool.

On the aspect of representation of the models the Ward and Mellor method appeared to be superior to
the Hatley and Pirbhai method. Only the multi-valued control flows could be a replenishment.
A recommendation is done to a more balanced use of control transformations; input of data flows to
these control transformations should be made possible.

The guidelines Ward and Mellor and Hatley and Pirbhai give can be combined to derive a well
structured essential requirements model. The decomposition out of the context diagram in combination
with a levelled event recognising, event responding approach prohibit the necessity of a preliminary
transformation scheme, which is the biggest disadvantage of the Ward and Mellor method, especially
when a large system has to be developed.

After the structured specification stage the design of the system can be started. The Ward and Mellor
approach is almost completely software oriented and therefore not suited for the use on EB. The Hatley
and Pirbhai allocation of the requirements model to physical software and hardware modules can also
be applied to the Ward and Mellor essential model. More research is necessary on the translating of the
transformation scheme into an architecture model.

System architect is the most applicable CASE-tool to be used. It is easy in its use as drawing-tool for
the Ward and Mellor method, although its error checking facilities are inferior.
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Appendix A

System architect report
of the charge station

20-10-1992
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External events:

front of car arrives at sensor 1
back of car passes sensor 1
front of car arrives at sensor 2
back of car passes sensor 2

connection with car fails
connection with car established
the account of the value_card
is too low
the charging succeeds

central system asks for entering
new charge value
central system wants to enable or
disable charging
central system wants to enable or
disable monitoring
central system wants statistical data
20 minutes passed (temporal event)

the external event list.

97

Event responses:

1 calculate length and speed of car.
~ establish connection with car. This
~ is not possible, when the central

J system has disabled the charging.

take videograph.
calculate charge and charge the car.
take videograph.

charge the car.

let system change the value.

enable the charging.

enable the monitoring.

produce statistical report.
produce statistical report.
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commun_establishmenUlata
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Car
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videograph
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statisticsD
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I
\
\
\

"

D

videograph

the level] diagram: charge_station.
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report_wanted

----~

e/d ",/

e/d (monitor_sensors)

~-- ,
"

\

..... , 1
0.'0 J

,.v --(
change_oC / P "-

charge / control central r- - -
ta~_~BE..te.! _~ sy;[em-'

\ /

y, ",-<
-r ,--- ...

start/stop_monitoring /

/

'".--

e/d (charge_car).--

------
start/stop_charging

1.3: manage_charging.

start charging
enable_charging

enable_monitoring

- idle .-
I t J~

change_value_wanted/trigger_change_charge_table

star! monitoring stop monitoring
enable_monitoring disable_monitoring

change value-wanted/trigger chan~Chlll"~

" I
monitoring

I
statistics wanted t J~trigger produce statistic report

start charging stop charging
enable_charging disable_charging

" I change value wanted ttrigger change charge table

... charging&monitoring -
~

I

statistics wanted ttrigger_produce_statisticJeport

stop monitoring
disable_

monitoring
disable_charging

control transformation specification of control_central_system.
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tngger_rn e_
report

reset_timer

idle
tnggecmake_

report
reset_timer

control transformation specification of control_stalistir.~.

... idle --~ .......

~
car arrived

enable_ connection error
manage_connection trigger_lake_vicleograph

,r disable_manage_connection

connection_establi~hing

connection
established

,Ir enable_charge_car

connected

successful! charge
disable_rnanage_

connection
disable_charge_car

control transformation specIfication of comrotcharging.

account too low
disable manage_

connection
disable charge_car

trigger take_videograph
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....

"
sensocl_on,
sensor_2_off

sl off
disable_timecl_2

trigger_calculate_speed

sensocl_off.
sensor_2_off

s2 on

snesocl_off
sensoc2_on

sensor_l_on,
sensor_2_on

sl off

s2 off
disable_timer_2

trigger_calculate_length

control transformation specification of cOlltrol_sensors.
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Data transformations specifications
Page 1
Name Dare
Description

calculate_extra_charge 09/30/97
*when the speed is higher than 120 kph then for each lOkph higher an extra charge is
determined according the stored values*

calculate_length 09/30/97
* length = speed x time_2 *
* unit = meter *

calculate_new_ICU_value 16/01/23
*new_card_value= card_value-normal_charge-extra_charge+reduction. If new3ard_value is
less than zero after this transaction then account too low else successfull charge*

calculate_normal_charge 09/30/97
*the length and speed together imply a certain normal_charge according to the stored normal
charge_values*

calculate_reduction 09/30/97
*depending on the nationalityof the car a reduction is determined according to the stored
reduction values*

calculate_speed 10/19/97
* speed = (distance between sensocl and sensoc2) / time_l_2 *

change_charge_table 09/30/97
*the normal_charge_values. extra_charge_values and reduction_values are changed by the
central system*

charge_car 09/30/97
*the car is charged. communication takes place with the car and eventually the videocamera
and the central_system.*

create_statistics 16/01/23
*each car is classified with its speed and length. These parameters with the date and time of
the transaction are made statistics 01'*

decode_car_data
**

encode_new_ICU_value
**

09/30/97

09/30/97

handlc_scnsors 09/30/97
*out of the sensors information the occurrence of the event cacarrived is recognised and the
parametcrs are derived. that are needed to charge the car (passing_car_parameters). The event
car arrived is sent and statistics of the arrival of cars are made. *

interprete_cs_requests 09/30/97
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Data transformations specifications
Page 2
Name Date
Description

*The requests of the central system are interpreted and the according events are send to the
central_system_control_transfonnation*

manage_central_system 09/30/97
*the cs_requests are interpreted. The new_value is put in the charg_table. *

manage_charging 09/30/97
*the amount of charge is derived out of the cacdata and the passing_car_parameters and the
new ICU value is calculated*

manage_communication 09/30/97
*a communication link with the ICU is tried to be set up; when the connection is established
then this event will be sent, when the communication link with the ICU can not be
established then a connection_error occurs*

manage_statistics 09/30/97
*A statistical report is made from the statistics in certain intervals or when report_wanted. *

measure_time_sensor_l 16/01/23
*time_l represents the time elapsed since enabling the the transfomlation*

measureJtime_sensocl 09/30/97
*time_l_2 represents the elapsed time after enabling*

monitocsensor_1 09/30/97
*sensor_l is monitored; when the front of a car passes the sensor. then sl_on. when the back
of a car passes sensor_l then sl_off*

monitocsensor_2 09/30/97
*identical as monitor sensor_l *

produccstatisticaCreport 09/30/97
*the statistics are made a statistical report of*

report_timer 09/30/97
*the timer sends the event time for report every 20 minutes (for example) and then starts
again. When a reset_timer comes in then the timer starts again.*

take_v ideograph 09/30/97
*the event videoJequest is sent to the videocamera. TIlen the video_data are received am1
interpreted. This information plus the passing_car_parameters (length and speed) are sent to
the central_system.*



Data Dictionary
Page 1
Name
Description

Type
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Date

ICU_value Data Element
*represents the currencbaiance of the passing car*

extra3harge Data Element
*to each speed_class an according extra_charge belongs.*
*unit: guilders*

length Data Element
*calculated length of passing car*
*unit : meter*

length-id Data Element
*length is div ided into three classes: 0-7.5, 7.5-11, 11-18*
*unit: meter*

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

nationality
*nationality of car*
*unit: name of land*

Data Element 09/30/97

nationality-id Data Element
*nationality of the passing car*

09/30/97

new_extra_charge_values
**

new_normaCcharge_values
**

Data Element

Data Element

09/30/97

09/30/97

new reduction_values Data Element
*new charge reduction values*

09/30/97

normal_charge Data Element 09/30/97
*according to a certain speed class and a certain lenth class a certain value is assigned to
normal_charge*
*unit: guilders*

numberplate
**

Data Element 09/30/97
•

reduction Data Element 09/30/97
*depending on the nationality of the passing car a certain reduction is given*

sensoc1 Data Element 09/30/97
*when a car is passing, sensoc I has a different value as in the situation that no car passes.*

scnsoc2 Data Element 09/30/97



Data Dictionary
Page 2
Name
Description

Type
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Date

*when a car is passing, sensor_2 has a different value as in the situation that no car passes. *

speed Data Element
*calculated speed of passing car*
*unit : kph*

09/30/97

speed-id Data Element 09/30/97
*speed is divided into several regions: 0-10, 10-20, 20-30 etc. *

accounCtoo_low
**

cacarrived
**

car_data
nationality + ICU_value

Data Flow

Data Flow

Data Flow

Data Flow

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

change_oCchargetable_wanted Data Flow
**

16/01/23

commun_establishmenCdata Data Flow 09/30/97
*all communication protocol information for establishing the communication link with the
ICU*

connection_error
**

connection_established
**

Data Flow

Data Flow

09/30/97

09/30/97

cs_car_data Data Flow
passin~car_parameters+ numberplate

cs_requests Data Flow
*requests from the central system*

09/30/97

09/30/97 •

e/d
**

e/d (charge_car)
**

e/d (monitocsensors)

Data Flow

Data Flow

Data Flow

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97



Data Dictionary
Page 3
Name
Description

**

encrypted_caCdata
**

encrypted_newlCU_value
**

extra_charge
extra_charge

Type

Data Flow

Data Flow

Data Flow
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Date

09/30/97

16/01/23

09/30/97

new_ICU_value Data Flow
*the calculated new_ICU_value*
*unit: guilders*

16/01/23

new_charge_values Data Flow 16/01/23
new_nonnal_charge_values + ncw_extra_chargc_valucs + new_reduction_values

nonnal_charge
nomlal_charge

reduction
reduction

report_wanted
**

reseCtimer
**

Data Flow

Data Flow

Data Flow

Data Flow

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

sCoff Data Flow
*back of car passed sensor_l *

s I_on Data Flow
*front of car passed sensocl *

s2_off Data Flow
*back of car passed sensoc2*

s2_on Data Flow
*front of car passed sensof_2*

scnsor_l Data Flow
sensocl

scnsor_2 Data Flow

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97
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Page 4
Name
Description

sensoc2

sensors
sensor_l + sensor_2

start/stop_charging
**

start/stop_monitoring
**

Type

Dataflow

Data Flow

Data Flow
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Date

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

statistical_report Data Flow 09/30/97
*contains statistical data of the charge station transactions*

successfull_charge Data Flow
**

time_focreport Data Flow
*afier a certain time interval*

trigger Data Flow
**

video_request Data Flow
**

videograph Data Flow
*the video image that comes from the video camera*

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

charge_table Data Store 09/30/97
reduction_values + extra_charge_values + normal_charge_values

extra_charge_values
extra_charge_values

length
length

norrnal_charge_values
norrnal_charge_values

passing_cacparameters
passing_car_parameters

reduction_values
reduction_values

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

Data Store

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97
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Name
Description

speed
speed

Type

Data Store
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Date

09/30/97

statistics Data Store
*contains statistical information for the central system*

09/30/97

time_l Data Store 16/01/23
*time_2 represents the time elapsed since the enabling of measure_time_2*

time_l_2 Data Store 09/30/97
*time_l_2 represents the time elapsed since enabling measure_time_l_2*

extra_charge_value
speed-id + extra_charge

extra_charge_val ues
{extra_charge_value}

Data Structure

Data Structure

09/30/97

09/30/97

nOffilal_charge_value Data Structure
speed-id + length-id + normal_charge

09/30/97

normal_charge_val ues
{normal_charge_value}

passing_car_parameters
length+speed

reduction_value
nationality-id + reduction

reduction_values
{reduction_value}

Data Structure

Data Structure

Data Structure

Data Structure

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97

09/30/97
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Appendix B

Promod Analysis report
of the payment station

16-10-1992



Promod report contents:

SYSTEM_HIERARCHY
DFD and CFD contexCdiagram

DATA_DESCRIPTION

DFD and CFD paymencstation
MSP manage_central_system
CS paymencstation (Sheet 1)
DATA_DESCRIPTION

DFD and CFD manage_payment
MSP collect_statistics
CS manage_payment (Sheet 1)
CS manage_payment (Sheet 2)
DATA_DESCRIPTION

DFD produce_report
MSP decryPccharge_data
MSP make_report
MSP prinUeport
DATA_DESCRIPTION

DFD and CFD produce_statisticaUeport
MSP prinUeport
MSP timer
CS produce_statisticalJeport (Sheet I)
DATA_DESCRIPTION

DFD get_saldi
MSP geCbank_saldo
MSP geUCU_saldo
MSP display_lCU_saldo
MSP display_bank_saldo
DATA_DESCRIPTION

DFD and CFD validate_payment
MSP compare_values
MSP display_new_bank_saldo
DATA_DESCRIPTION

DFD increase_ICU
MSP increase_ICU_2
MSP display_new_ICU_value
MSP encrypUCU_value
DATA_DESCRIPTION

DATA_DICTIONARY
DATA_TREE_LIST
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I
2
1

4
3
5
5

7
6
6
8
8

11
II
11
11
11

13
12
12
12
12

15
14
14
14
14
14

17
16
16
16

18
18
18
19
19

19
25
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SYSTEM_HIERARCHY

contexcdiagram
opayment_station

1 manageJ>ayment
1.1 produceJeport

1.1.1 decrypt_charge_data
1.1.2 makeJeport
1.2.1 prinueport

1.2 produce_statisticaUeport
1.2.1 princreport ---->
1.2.2 timer

1.3 gecsaldi
1.3.1 get_bank_saldo
1.3.2 decrypUCU_saldo
1.3.3 display_ICU_saldo
1.3.4 display_bank_saldo

1.4 validate_payment
1.4.1 compare_values
1.4.2 display_new_bank_saldo

1.5 increase_ICU
1.5.1 increase_ICU_2
1.5.2 display_new_ICU_value
1.5.3 encrypUCU_value

1.6 collect_statistics
2 manage_central_system

FD Context_diagram

DATA_DESCRIPTION

= ["true"
I "false" ]

banksaldo_exchange

= bank_saldo
+ new_bank_saldo

cSJequests

*
represents all requests the central system can do. for
example the request for a statistical report

*

displays

= displayed_saldi
+ displayed_new_bank_saldo
+ displayed_new_ICU_value



bank
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LEVEL:
PROJECTPAYMENT
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lCU

ICU_
exchange

central
system

contcxcdiagram
LAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-1992 19:40
LAST ANALYSIS:16-0CT-1992 07:36

r---------~--~~-~-.-.--.---.

ICU {
present!

I
\

centrat
system

/
I

I

I
reporC,
request \

"8
contcxcdiagram

f------~~~~---~~~--.----.,__------~-----_I

LEVEL: LAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-1992 19:40r===-:...::=.:...--------------.....---.--
L..::..P.=..:Rc::.O.=..:JE::..;C;:....:T-'...:P;:....:Ac.::..y.=..:M=E=NT'-'-=- . u LAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 07:361
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= encrypte<CICU_saldo
+ encrypted_new_ICU_saldo
+ encrypted_charge_data

= ["true"
I "false" ]

reporcrequest

= [tl true"

I "false" ]

statistical_report

*
contains statistical data about the transactions for the
central system

*

*
contains the 200 last transactions of the user with charge
stations

*

*
the value the user wants to transfer

*

INTERFACE OF: paymencstation

IN : banksaldo_exchange. ICU_exchange. cs_requests.
wanted_value. bankcard_present. ICU_present.
report_request

OUT: banksaldo_exchange. ICU3xchange, statistical_report.
transactions_report. displays

FD 0 payment_station

The >cs_requests are interpreted. Depending on its
content the <system_on =TRUE or statislics_wanted_ =TRUE
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lCU_
exchange

wanted
_value

displays
transactions
report -

r- '--pa--.-"ym'-----e_n---'C=-s.tat_io_n-,-- ---1

LEVEL: 0 LAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-I99219:31r-=:---=.:..--=----------------
PROJECT: PAYMENT LAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 07:36

lCU
present

bankcard
,_yresent

statistics
wante<! ~__

------

" , reporc
, ,request, ,

LEVEL: 0r==--.:....::=----=---------------.-----.-
PROJECT: PAYMENT
~==..:..:..:....:..:..;~=..:.~-----------
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CS 0 paymencstation (Sheet 1)

If system_on =TRUE then activate manage-payment

DATA_DESCRIPTION

bankcard_present

= ["true"
I "false" ]

banksaldo_exchange

= bank_saldo
+ new_bank_saldo

cSJequests

*
represents all requests the central system can do. for
example the request for a statistical report

*

displays

= displayed_saldi
+ displayed_new_bank_saldo
+ displayed_new_ICU_value

= encrypted_ICU_saldo
+ encrypted_new_ICU_value
+ encrypted_charge_data

= ["true"
I "false" ]

= ["true"
I "false" ]

statisticalJeport

*
contains statistical data about the transactions for the
central system

*

•
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*
the central system asks for a statistical report

*

= ["true"
I "false" ]

= ["true"
I "false" ]

transactions_report

*
contains the 200 last transactions of the user with charge
stations

*

*
the value the user wants to transfer

*

INTERFACE OF: manage_payment

IN : ICU_exchange, banksaldo_exchange, wanted_value,
statistics_wanted, ICU-present, bankcard_present,
reporCrequest

OUT: ICU_exchange, banksaldo_exchangc, SL.1tistical_report,
transactions_report. displays

FD 1 manageyayment

MSP 1.6 collect_statistics

this process collects the <statistics of the payment station
transactions. The >validate_value is supplemented with the
time and date of the transaction.

CS 1 manage-payment (Sheet 1 of 2)

ICU_inserted = >ICU_present = TRUE
lCU_removed =>ICU-present =FALSE

bankcard_inserted = >bankcard_present = TRl.lE
bankcard_removed = >bankcard_present = FALSE

correc,-payment =>correct_payment =TRUE

•
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encrypted3harge_data

displayed_
new
banIC.saldo

displayed_
saldi

statistics

manage_payment
f-::-:=-=-=c:--------------------r---------=---=--~_____:__:::i
LEVEL: 1 LAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-1992 19:2
PROJECT: PAYMENT LAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 07:3

/

statIst1c~_~antedreporc
request

I

I
I
I
\
I

1

ICU_
present

"-
\

\

\

\

i

correct I

payment /
/

statistics

1-::--=-=~------------m-a_n-ag=-e--=_='-pa2'm-en-,-t---------------1
LEVEL: 1 LAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-1992 19:27
PROJECT: PAYMENT LAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 07:36
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IF >report_request =TRUE then activate produce_report.

CS 1 manage-payment (Sheet 2 of 2)

ICU removed
ICU inserted

I idle I
I'----r----r--'

I'

bankcard removed
bankcard
inserted -

bankcard
inserted -

"gecsaido

r---------''-------'-----,I l ,
I ICU_present I I bankcard_present I
L-----r--,----

bankcard_removed ICU_removed I ICU inserted
deactivate~et_saJdo deact~ecsaldo J I "gecsaido

I bo~_inserted -l=e------~
--~

'---------- 1

COrTee Cpayrnent
"increase_ICU

SHEET NO: 2 OF 2
PROJECT: PAYMENT

DATA_DESCRIPTION

bankcard_present

= ["true"
I "false" ]

*
represents the customers current balance

*

correccpayment

*

manage_payment
----,,---------------'ILAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-199220:25

ILAST ANALYSIS:16-0CT-1992 07:36

true when the customers banksaldo is enough compared to
his wanted value

*

= ["true"
I "false" ]
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*
display

*

*
display

*

*
display of the current (old) ICU and bank saldo

*

= displayed_ICU_saldo
+ displayed_bank_saldo

*
communication with the ICU is in encrypted mode

'"

*
the communication with the ICU value card is in encrypted mode

*

*
The exchange is in encrypted mode

*

= ["true"
I "false" )

*
represents the old lCU_value

*
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*
represents the customers' new bank saldo

*

report_request

= ["true"
I "false" ]

statistical_report

*
contains statistical data about the transactions for the
central system

*

statistics

*
represents statistical data

*

statistics_wanted

*
the central system asks for a statistical report

*

= ["true"
I "false" ]

transactions_report

*
contains the 200 last transactions of the user with charge
stations

*

validated_value

*
represents the permitted value that can be added to the
ICU value

*

*
the value the user wants to transfer

*
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INTERFACE OF: produce_report

IN : encrypted_charge_data
OUT: transactionsJeport

FD 1.1 produce]eport

charge
data

transactions
report

produce_report
-~----------------1

decryption of >encrypted_charge_data to <charge_data

MSP 1.1.2 make_report

the <charge_dataJeport is produced out of the >charge_dala

MSP 1.1.3 prinueport

the >charge_data_report is printed in the form of a
<transactions_report

OATA_DESCRIPTION

*
decrypted charge_data

*
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*
the charge_data of the last 200 times

*

encrypled_charge_data

*
communication with the ICU is in encrypted mode

*

transactionsJeport

*
contains the 200 last transactions of the user with charge
stations

*

INTERFACE OF: produce_statistical_report

IN : statistics. statistics_wanted
OUT: statistical_report

FD 1.2 produce_statisticatreport

MSP prinueport

out of the >statistics a <statistical_report is created

MSP timer

<timejor report =TRUE after 20 minutes. if >resectimer =
TRUE then the timer starts again.

CS 1.2 produce_statistical_report (Sheet 1)

If >statistics_wanted = lRUE then "print_report
and <reset_timer = lRUE

If >timejor_report = TRUE then I\printJeport

DATA_DESCRIPTION

resectimer

*
indicated that the timer has te be reset

*

= ["true"
I "false" ]
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statistical
report -

Q
o

LEVEL: 1.2
f-- .2p'-r_od_u_c.....:e-st~tislica!_=-r'___e~po-r-t------------1

LAST UPDATE: 27-SEP-1992 13:39
PROJECT: PAYMENT LAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 07:36

statistics_wanted
----- --" "--r,-

\ "- reset"-
\ "- "- timer

'\
"-

"- "-
"- "-

time' '@for_- "" , timer

prine
report - - .2

report
.1

statistics

produce_statistical_report
LEVEL: 1.2 ILAST UPDATE: 27-SEP-1992 13:39
PROJECT: PAYMENT ILAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 07:36
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statistics

*
represents statistical data

*

statistics_wanted

*
the central system asks for a statistical report

*

= ["true"
I "false" ]

*
20 minutes left

*

= ["true"
I "false" ]

INTERFACE OF: get_saldi

IN : bank_saldo, encrypted_ICU_saldo
OUT: displayed_saldi, bank_saldo, ICU_saldo

getting the &bank_saldo of the user.

MSP 1.3.2 decrypUCU_saldo

the >encrypted_ICU_saldo is decrypted to the >ICU_saldo

display >bank_saldo in <displayed_bank_saldo

DATA_DESCRIPTION

*
represents the customers current balance
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J

\
displayed_
ICU_saldo

geCsaldi
LEVEL: 1.3
PROJECT: PAYMENT

*

*
display

*

*
display

*

*
display of the current (old) ICU and bank saldo

*

= displaycd_ICU_saldo
+ displayed_bank_saldo

*

LAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-1992 19:19
LAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 07:36

the communication with the ICU value card is in encrypted mode

*
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*
represents the old ICU_value

*

INTERFACE OF: validate-payment

IN : bank_saldo, wanted_value
OUT : validated_value, validated_value, new_bank_saldo,

displaye<Cnew_bank_saldo, correccpaymcnt

FD 1.4 validateyayment

MSP 1.4.1 compare_values

if >bank_saldo - >wanted_value < 0 then >correcCpayment
= FALSE else >new_bank_saldo = <bank_saldo - >wanted_value
and >validated_value =<wanted_value

DATA_DESCRIPTION

*
represents the customers current balance

*

correct-payment

*
true when the customers banksaldo is enough compared to
his wanted value

*

I "false" ]

*
display

*

*
represents the customers new bank saldo

*
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displayed_
new_bank_saldo

validate_payment
LEVEL: 1.4
PROJECT: PAYMENT

correct
payment

1
I

I
/

LAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-1992 06:26
LAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 07:36

•

f-- v_a_li_da.te-=-pa~en_t,_____-----------_I

I

LEVEL: 1.4 LAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-1992 06:26
PROJECT: PAYMENT LAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 07:36
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validated_value

*
represents the permitted value that can be added to the
ICU value

*

*
the value the user wants to transfer

*

INTERFACE OF: increase_ICU

IN : lCU_saldo, validated_value
OUT: encrypted_new_lCU_value, displayed_new_ICU_value

FD 1.5 increase leu

validated
value -

encrypted_
new
ICU-=,value

displayed_
new_ICU_value

increase_ICU
1-------------------------.----------------1
LEVEL: 1.5 LAST UPDATE: 16-0CT-199219:21
PROJECT: PAYMENT LAST ANALYSIS: 16-0CT-1992 0 :36
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MSP 1.5.3 encrypClCU_value

DATA_DESCRIPTION

*
display

*

*
The exchange is in encrypted mode

*

*
represents the old ICU_value

*

*
represents the new ICU_saldo
unit: guilders

*

validated_value

*
represents the pennitted value that can be added to the
ICU value

*

DATA DICTIONARY
•••••••••••••••

= ["true"
I "false" ]

USED IN FD: manage_payment(CF), paymencstation(CF),
contexCdiagram(CF)

banksaldo_exchange

= bank_saldo
+ new_bank_saldo

USED IN FD: paymenCstation(DF), contexCdiagram(DF)
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*
represents the customers current balance

*

USED IN DD: banksaldo_exchange
USED IN FD: validate_payment(DF), gecsaldi(DF),

manage-P3yment(DF)
USED IN MSP: compare_values, gecsaidi

*
decrypted charge_data

*

USED IN FD: produce_report(DF)

*
the charge_data of the last 200 times

*

USED IN FD: produce_report(DF)

correct-payment

*
true when the customers banksaldo is enough compared to
his wanted value

*

= ["true"
I "false" ]

USED IN FD: validate_payment(CF), manage_payment(CF)
USED IN MSP: compare_values
USED IN CS: manage_payment(sheet 2)

*
represents all requests the central system can do. for
example the request for a statistical report

*

USED IN FD: paymencstation(DF), contex,-diagram(DF)
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*
display

*

USED IN DD: displayed_saldi
USED IN FD: geCsaldi(DF)

displayed_leU_saldo

*
display

*

USED IN DD: displayed_saldi
USED IN FD: geCsaldi(DF)

*
display

*

*
display

*

USED IN DD: displays
USED IN FD: validate_payment(DF), manage_payment(DF)

*
display

*

USED IN DD: displays
USED IN FD: increase_ICU(DF), managc_payment(DF)

*
display of the current (old) ICU and bank saldo

*

= displayed_ICU_saldo
+ displayed_bank_saldo

USED IN DD: displays
USED IN FD: manage_payment(DF)
USED IN MSP: geCsaldi
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displays

= displayed_saIdi
+ displayed_new_bank_saldo
+ displayed_new_ICU_value

USED IN FD: paymenCstation(DF), contexl_diagram(DF)

*
communication with the ICU is in encrypted mode

*

USED IN DD: ICU_exchange
USED IN FD: produce_report{DF}, manage_payment(DF)

the communication with the ICU value card is in encrypted mode

*

USED IN DD: lCU_exchange
USED IN FD: get_saIdi(DF), manage_payment(DF)

*
The exchange is in encrypted mode

*

USED IN FD: increase_ICU(DF), managc_paymcnt(DF)

= encrypted_ICU_saldo
+ encrypted_new_ICU_saldo
+ encrypted_charge_data

USED IN FD: payment_station(DF), context_diagmm(DF)

ICU...present

= ["tnIe"
I "false" ]

USED IN FD: manage_payment(CF), paymencstation(CF),
contexCdiagram(CF)
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*
represents the old ICU_value

*

USED IN FD: increase_ICU(DF), get_saldi(DF),
manage_payment(DF)

USED IN MSP: increase_ICU_2, gecsaidi

*
represents the current value_card saldo

*

*
represents the customers new bank saldo

*

USED IN DD: banksaldo_exchange
USED IN FD: validate_payment(DF), manage_payment(DF)
USED IN MSP: compare_values

*
represents the new ICU_saldo
unit: guilders

*

USED IN PO: increase_ICU(DF)
USED IN MSP: increase_ICU_2

report_request

::: ["true"

I "false" ]

USED IN PO: manage_payment(CF), paymencstntion(CF),
contexCdiagram(CF)

*
indicated that the timer has te be reset

*

::: ["true"
I "false" ]

USED IN FD: produce_statisticaUeport(CF)
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statisticalJeport

*
contains statistical data about the transactions for the
central system

*

USED IN FD: manage-payrnent(DF), paymencstation(DF),
contexUliagram(DF)

statistics

*
represents statistical data

*

USED IN FD: produce_statisticaCreport(Store),
manage_payment(DF), manage_payment(S lore)

USED IN MSP: colleccstatistics

statistics_wanted

*
the central system asks for a statistical report

*

= ["true"
I "false" ]

USED IN FD: produce_statistical_report(CF), manage_payment
(CF), payment_station(CF)

= ["true"
I "false" ]

USED IN FD: paymencstation(CF)

*
20 minutes left

*

= ["truell

I "false" ]

USED IN FD: produce_statisticalJeport(CF)
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transactions_report

*
contains the 200 last transactions of the user with charge
stations

*

USED IN PO: produce_report(DF). manage_payment(DF).
paymencstation(DF). contexUliagram(DF)

validated_value

*
represents the permitted value that can be added to the
ICU value

*

USED IN PO: increase_ICU(DF). validate_payment(DF).
manage_payment(DF)

USED IN MSP: increase_ICU_2. compare_values

*
the value the user wants to transfer

*

USED IN PO: validate-payment(DF), managc_payment(DF).
paymencstation(DF). contexUliagram(DF)

USED IN MSP: compare_values

DATA TREE LIST- -••••••••••••••

=========
[true
Ifalse]

banksaldo_exchange
~-------------------

. bank_saldo
+ new_bank_saldo

correct-payment
-------------------

[true
Ifalse]



displays
----------

displayed_saldi
. displayed_lCU_saldo
+ displayed_bank_saldo

+ displayed_new_bank_saldo
+ displayed_new_lCU_value

---------------

. encrypted_lCU_saldo
+ encrypted_new_lCU_saldo
+ encrypted_charge_data

========

[true
Ifalse]

-----------------

[true
Ifalse]

--------_.........._-
[true
Ifalse]

=========
[true
Ifalse]

======
[true
Ifalse]

=========
[true
Ifalse]
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